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Taking a Phased Approach Makes
RTU and SCADA System Upgrades
Seamless and Cost-Effective
When the time came to replace SCADA and RTU networks at
the Glades Electric Cooperative in Southern Florida, doing the
transition in phases reduced costs and kept things running
smoothly.
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Cleaning and Maintenance of HVAC
Systems Help Tackle IAQ Concerns
in a Post-Pandemic World
With indoor air quality an elevated concern thanks to
COVID-19, the effective cleaning and decontamination of
ductwork has taken on a new significance.
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The Future of
COVID-19 and
Energy Efficiency
UniBES has developed cloud-based software modules imbedded with patented HVAC infectious building and
energy efficiency optimization processes.
AMP’s awarded Healthy Building & Energy Efficient 30” Bronze Plaque is for display inside or outside your
building, to overcome the confidence gap created by the current pandemic when welcoming people back into their
buildings’ workspaces.
UniBES/AMP’s goal is to enhance the noble efforts of other healthy building organizations by providing what they
can’t. AMP provides the ability to achieve increased outside air ventilation, and optimized HVAC energy efficiency
without raising utility costs through energy-efficient means. Consider a total healthy building package utilizing the
qualities, capabilities and services of UniBES/AMP, INTERNATIONAL WELL BUILDING INSTITUTE (IWBI), Fitwel
and UL’s Verified Healthy Buildings Mark.
UniBES is providing an introduction to AMP’s software with two coupons, to set a building on its way to becoming
“HVAC Infectious Building and Energy Efficiency Compliant”.

INFECTIOUS BUILDING HVAC VENTILATION APPLICATION
AND CERTIFICATION
$8,600 Value without coupon
Use code Chiefs-25%-Building-Certification
Savings: $2,150

25%

OFF!

CAST BRONZE PLAQUE
(for indoor or outdoor display)
$2,995 Value without coupon
30% off with code Chiefs-30%-Bronze30
Savings: $898.50

UniBES / AMP Office: (630) 790-4940

https://auditmaster.pro/

30%

OFF!

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Greetings,

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OFFICERS
Tom Phillips
President
773-445-7423
John Hickey
Vice President
815-582-3731
Douglas Kruczek
Treasurer
312-287-4915
Ken Botta
Recording Secretary
708-952-1879
Laurence McMahon
Financial Secretary
708-535-7003
Barbara Hickey
Corresponding Secretary
773-350-9673
Brendan Winters
Sergeant-At-Arms
773-457-6403

On Sept. 10th, we celebrate our
81st year of the CEAC Annual
Golf Outing. I'm so thankful to
those who have participated over
the years, especially the last two
years. A special shout-out to the
golf committee members who
have worked tirelessly to provide
a safe environment for our members and guests. Even through
the pandemic, we were able to
host a successful event and provide an opportunity to get our
members together again.
As we transition out of the
summer months, the CEAC Board
will be working on our fall and
winter schedule. Our next event will be a webinar on Wednesday, Sept.
22nd at 11:00am. We will be partnering with Arco Mechanical to understand the core building gas detection applications, the purpose and role
of gas detection, the type of hardware/systems involved, and how to
maintain the system. Please be sure to sign up for this great educational
opportunity. If you are a vendor company that is interested in presenting a webinar, please feel free to reach out to me or to Alex Boerner at
aboerner@chiefengineer.org.
Coming up in January 2022, the CEAC will be hosting the next Inaugural
Concert and Charity event to induct the new president and Board into
their positions for the 2022-2023 term. The event will be held January 8th
at City Hall (Recess private event space) in the West Loop. This is sure to
be the event of the year! In addition to the Board inauguration, we also
will present three prestigious awards to our members and have a featured concert by Tributosaurous. Information on tickets and sponsorships
will be available soon.
I look forward to seeing all of you out at Cog Hill!

DIRECTORS
Brian Staunton
Doorkeeper
312-533-1575

Kevin Kenzinger
Curator
312-296-5603

Ralph White
Doorkeeper
708-579-0259

Robert Jones
Warden
773-407-5111

Brian Keaty
Warden
708-952-0195

Michael Collins
Warden
708-712-0126

Bryan McLaughlin
Warden
708-687-6254

John McDonagh
Trustee
312-296-7887

Brock Sharapata
Warden
312-617-7115

Daniel T. Carey
Past President
312-446-1967

Sincerely,

Tom Phillips
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In Brief

Water Supply a Concern as Sioux Falls Area
Demand Increases

Company Co-founded by Bredesen Plans
Solar Farm in Jackson

SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP) — An economic development group
has concerned about the water supply in the Sioux Falls area
as demand increases.

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — A startup company co-founded by
former Tennessee Gov. Phil Bredesen is funding a new, 1-million-watt solar farm in the city of Jackson.

The Sioux Metro Growth Alliance serves 13 municipalities
along with Lincoln and Minnehaha counties.

The company, named Clearloop, plans to break ground on
the solar farm on Sept. 2, according to a news release issued
by the startup. The farm will provide enough energy to power 200 homes, the company said.

Jesse Fonkert, the alliance’s president and CEO, said discussions about the future supply and demand for water in the
area need to start now.
“We’ve been talking about the three W’s that are our challenges — water, wastewater and workforce,” Fonkert told
KELO-TV. “I put water first because we’re an ag state. We’ve
got a great supply of corn and beans. If you want to take the
grains and add value to them, you need water.”
The tri-state Lewis & Clark Regional Water System that serves
nearly 350,000 people reached its max capacity at 32 million
gallons a day in June.
Soon the system will expand capacity to 45 million gallons
of Missouri River water treated daily and distributed to 15
different cities and other water systems. Five more sites are
expected to be added when the project is 100% finished.

Liquified Natural Gas Project Misses Permit
Deadlines
COOS BAY, Ore. (AP) — Missed deadlines for permits for the
development of a major West Coast liquified natural gas
pipeline and export terminal are adding to questions about
whether the project will go forward.
Jefferson Public Radio recently reported the environmental nonprofit Rogue Climate issued a statement saying the
Jordan Cove Energy Project backed by Canadian energy
company Pembina missed four land-use permit deadlines this
summer, the most recent of which expired Aug. 11.
A Medford attorney who has represented pipeline opponents, Tonia Moro, said it leads them to possibly interpret
that they’re moving away from this project altogether.
A spokesperson for the energy company did not respond to a
request for comment.
Moro said reapplying for these permits would be a significant step back in the regulatory process.
“By giving up these permits they’re giving up quite an investment into the regulatory process itself,” she says.
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Bredesen, a Democrat, served as Tennessee’s governor from
2003 to 2011. He lost a U.S. Senate race to Republican Marsha Blackburn in 2018.
Clearloop said it works with companies “to reclaim their
carbon footprint and expand access to clean energy” by
building new solar farms.
Jackson is located about 85 miles east of Memphis.

Contaminated Water Spilled at Los Alamos
National Laboratory
SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) — Two hundred gallons of contaminated water recently spilled at the Los Alamos National Laboratory after a worker failed to close a cooling valve.

The Santa Fe New Mexican reports that the incident at the
lab’s plutonium facility caused some of the liquid to flow
into an air vent and an inactive glove box used for handling
radioactive materials.
The lab said workers discovered mildly radioactive water
on the facility’s first floor near a pump room and a small
amount of water in the basement and that there was no risk
to employees or the public.
The spill has spurred an internal probe, according to the
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board, a government watchdog.
The safety board’s most recent weekly report said the spill
resulted from a worker not closing a valve after refilling a
water tank, coupled with another spring-closed valve not
clamping shut.
The spill is much smaller than the 1,800 gallons released in
March when a worker also left open a valve. In that incident,
an internal alarm failed to alert personnel working in the
operations center.

Florida Plastic Recycling Firm to Build $440M
Georgia Plant

to the Negro National League’s Detroit Stars will undergo
renovations.

AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — A Florida-based plastic recycling company has announced plans to build a $440 million plant in
Augusta.

Wayne County commissioners have approved an $850,000
grant proposal from County Executive Warren Evans for
work on Historic Hamtramck Stadium. Hamtramck is an enclave of Detroit.

The project is among the largest investments ever in the city,
Augusta Economic Development Authority President Cal
Wray told the Augusta Chronicle.

The $2.6 million restoration project also is being funded by
various foundations and other groups.

The plant is expected to create more than 80 manufacturing
jobs. Construction is expected to start early next year, according to the Chronicle.
The company behind the plant, PureCycle Technologies, Inc.,
said it chose Augusta after reviewing dozens of other sites,
including in other states.
The plant will recycle polypropylene, a widely used plastic. It
will start with three production lines, each capable of creating about 130 million pounds of high-grade recycled plastic
annually, according to the Chronicle.
It will lie on 200 acres of land less than a mile from a massive
Starbucks Corp. coffee-roasting facility.

Enbridge Removes Anchor From Michigan’s
Straits of Mackinac
ST. IGNACE, Mich. (AP) — Enbridge said recently that it had
retrieved an anchor that broke away from a maintenance
vessel while on the bottom of the Straits of Mackinac.
The mishap occurred as a contractor for the pipeline company was doing seasonal work on the underwater section of
Line 5, an oil line that runs between Superior, Wisconsin, and
Sarnia, Ontario.
The section in the straits, which connects Lake Michigan and
Lake Huron, is divided into two pipes about 1,200 feet apart.
The anchor was deployed about midway between them.
When the crew later tried to raise it, the shackle connecting
it to the cable failed, Enbridge spokesman Michael Barnes
said.

Renovations will include a new roof above the stadium’s
grandstand and restored seating. The work is expected to be
completed by the end of the year.
Hamtramck Stadium opened in 1930, according to the county.

Regulators Seek Answers After Landfill
Leachate Spill
BETHLEHEM, N.H. (AP) — New Hampshire environmental
regulators want more answers after a leachate spill at a
Bethlehem landfill this spring.
More than 154,000 gallons of the liquid that is pumped out
of landfills after rain runs through trash overflowed at the
Casella landfill in May, New Hampshire Public Radio reports.
The company said the spill was caused by a mechanical failure and was contained by a holding pond.
The company promised to make repairs, but the Department
of Environmental Services now says the Vermont-based company’s Bethlehem subsidiary is out of compliance with the
landfill’s permit and state law. It recently asked for details
of how the spill was cleaned up, whether it posed a hazard
to the environment and human health, and how Casella will
avoid a repeat incident.
The letter from DES comes as Casella awaits a response on a
permit to disturb wetlands for a proposed new landfill in the
nearby town of Dalton, which has stirred significant pushback in the North Country.

The Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes and
Energy ordered the company to remove the anchor, which
it did. A crane on a barge was used to lift the 1,500-pound
object to the surface, Barnes said.
Pipeline operations weren’t affected, he said.

Renovations Scheduled for Former Negro
League Stadium
HAMTRAMCK, Mich. (AP) — A ballpark that once was home
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Georgia Nuclear Plant Cost Tops $27B as
More Delays Unveiled
By Jeff Amy | Associated Press

ATLANTA (AP) — Two new reactors at Georgia’s Plant Vogtle
will cost another billion dollars, with shareholders of the parent company of Georgia Power Co. taking a $460 million loss
and other owners absorbing the rest.
The news came as Atlanta-based Southern Co. recently
admitted again what outside experts have been telling
regulators for months — that its $27 billion-plus project at
the complex outside Augusta will take longer and cost more
than previously estimated.
Managers project construction will take another three to
four months. That pushes the projected start date of Unit 3
into the second quarter of 2022, while Unit 4 is now projected to start in 2023. But independent monitors testified in
June that they don’t think Unit 3 will start operation until at
least June 2022 and projected total additional spending of
up to $2 billion.
“It’s hard to be surprised at this point,” said Kurt Ebersbach,
an attorney with the Southern Environmental Law Center,
which opposes the project. “We’re really so far down the
path of absurdity with this project.”
The company and regulators insist the plant — the first new
U.S. reactors in decades — is the best source of clean and
reliable energy for Georgia. Opponents have long pointed
to what they say would be cheaper, better options, including
natural gas or solar generation.
Southern Co. recorded the entire additional cost as a loss to
shareholders on its quarterly earnings report, citing “the significant level of uncertainty that exists regarding the future
recoverability of these costs” because the Georgia Public Service Commission must approve spending. The company said
it could ask ratepayers to pay for the overrun, though.
Customers are already paying for the plant. Rates have
gone up 3.4 percent to pay for earlier costs and Georgia Power projects rates will rise another 6.6 percentage
points for a total increase of 10 percent. Commissioners are
scheduled to vote on another rate increase in November.
The loss dented Southern’s quarterly profit. The company
reported a profit of $372 million for the three months
ended June 30, or 35 cents a share.
Most electric customers in Georgia will have to pay for
Vogtle. Florida’s Jacksonville Electric Authority and some
other municipal utilities and cooperatives in Florida and Alabama are also obligated to buy power from the reactors.
Georgia Power’s capital budget for Vogtle is $9.2 billion,
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with another $3.2 billion in financing costs projected. The
total effect on the budget of the Vogtle project isn’t clear
because Georgia Power is paying for only 45 percent of the
project. Electric cooperatives and municipal utilities are paying for the remainder and have different financing costs.
Georgia Power also announced recently that it agreed with
Public Service Commission staff to not seek any amounts
above $7.3 billion until commissioners decide whether the
company spent prudently during construction.
Georgia Power already agreed to write off about the first
$700 million over the $7.3 billion.
The utility said a key round of testing at Unit 3 finally concluded recently after beginning in April, taking weeks longer
than expected and adding more time to construction and
startup. Nuclear fuel is now expected to be loaded into the
third reactor late this year.
Besides extended testing, Georgia Power said Vogtle has
been delayed by poor construction productivity, the necessity to redo substandard work, the slow pace of contractors
turning over systems to the company and repairs to a leak in
Unit 3’s spent fuel pool.
In June, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission began a
special inspection to determine why so much of the electrical
wiring in the plant had to be redone.
“We knew building the first new nuclear units in the U.S.
in more than 30 years would be challenging. The project
has endured extraordinary circumstances during construction, including the pandemic as the most recent,” Georgia
Power Chairman and CEO Chris Womack said in a statement.

The cooling towers of the still under construction Plant Vogtle nuclear energy facility are seen in Waynesboro, Ga. Two new reactors at Georgia’s Plant
Vogtle will cost another billion dollars, with shareholders of the parent company of Georgia Power Co. taking a $460 million loss and other owners
absorbing the rest. The news came as Atlanta-based Southern Co. again admitted what outside experts have been telling regulators for months — its $27
billion-plus project at the complex outside Augusta will take longer and cost more than previously estimated. (Michael Holahan/The Augusta Chronicle via
AP, File)

“Through these challenges, we have learned a great deal.
Unit 3 hot functional testing has now been successfully completed with no significant issues identified, which is a critical
step toward completion.”

Every month of delay at Vogtle costs roughly $90 million in
capital costs, excluding financing costs.
The reactors, approved in 2012, were initially estimated to
cost $14 billion, with the first new reactor originally planned
to start generation in 2016. Delays and costs spiraled, especially after the main contractor filed for bankruptcy in 2017.
The company says the third reactor is 99 percent complete,
while the overall project is 93 percent complete.
The Public Service Commission has reduced the amount that
Georgia Power can earn on construction costs because of
delays. Southern Co. said those penalties cost it $150 million
last year and are projected to cost it another $630 million
through 2023.

MAKE THE CONNECTION.
Connect your brand’s message with the Chief
Engineers through a live presentation or onsite
learning opportunity.
Contact Alex Boerner at
aboerner@chiefengineer.org for details.
www.chiefengineer.org
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Taking a Phased Approach Makes RTU
and SCADA System Upgrades Seamless
and Cost-Effective
Utilities that are replacing their aging remote terminal units
(RTUs) and SCADA systems are doing so to ensure system
reliability, improve usability and enhance future scalability
— taking advantage of technology advancements in data
connectivity and remote management. But how a utility approaches such a project is critical to ensuring that its system
upgrade will be seamless and cost-effective.
Those who adopt a phased approach give themselves an opportunity to thoroughly evaluate the new technology’s feature set and assess its compatibility with existing equipment,
which is critical for the extended process of transitioning to
new technology. It also helps with the integration of new
features so that a utility can take full advantage of what
its new system offers. Staging the implementation is also a
smart capital move as it does not commit project dollars before a thorough evaluation and go-forward implementation
plan can be completed.
Glades Electric Cooperative, a 16-substation distribution
cooperative that serves the power needs of four counties in
Southern Florida with more than 2,700 miles of power lines
and 17,000 meters, recently faced this challenge as it began
its process of replacing its RTU and SCADA networks. Despite
being installed relatively recently in 2015, the current RTUs
were not meeting Glades’ reliability requirements.
“We were experiencing partial loss of function in one of
our substations,” said Jose Cordova, Engineering Operations
Manager at Glades. “One of the RTUs had four feeders, and
there were times they would not respond to commands
consistently. We also had a recloser that was not operating
properly.”
Compounding the issue was virtually non-existent technical
support from its vendor despite paying a fixed annual service
contract above and beyond the product licensing fees. “We
had service tickets that were months old that were never
resolved,” said Cordova.
A contributing factor to Glades’ difficulty in resolving its
technical issues quickly was its vendor’s use of a proprietary
communications system between their RTUs and SCADA.
“The communication between the devices was proprietary
technology, and so we were unable to resolve the issues on
their own,” said Cordova. “When issues arose at a substation, it required us to deploy personnel to sort out issues
manually, which eliminates the remote management benefits the system is supposed to deliver.”
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So when one of Glades’ RTUs in a substation failed completely in February 2020, Cordova and his colleagues decided to
search for a replacement from a new vendor.
The Search for a New System
“We started our search for a replacement by surveying our
system and establishing priorities based on what was not
working or working less than optimally,” said Cordova.
Glades had three primary goals in mind regarding the
replacement. Given the inconsistencies with the existing
system, reliability was foremost in mind. Scalability was also
a key criterion. They wanted a system that could grow with
their network, which also meant the ability to integrate
with peripheral devices at their substations. Finally, the new
system needed to be user-friendly.
“Our typical substation has voltage regulators, transformers,
and circuit switchers,” said Cordova. “We also have voltage regulators, capacitor banks, reclosers, and trip savers
downstream. For maximum operability, we need all of these
devices integrated into our SCADA system.”
Cordova added, “We have a team of nine, and not having
to travel to update these devices saves us money, time, and
most importantly, improves employee safety. We want to reduce how much time people spend directly interfacing with
the equipment at our substations.”
Cordova attended a user symposium hosted by a leading
substation automation provider, Pennsylvania-based NovaTech Automation, where he was introduced to the company’s

Orion RTUs and SCADA systems.
“I attended a two-day class that included a demonstration of
their system,” said Cordova. “I was able to work with some
of their equipment and configure it, which was very informative. Having that kind of hands-on experience and access
to product information enabled us to complete a thorough
evaluation. One of the things we were impressed with was
the intuitiveness of the Orion Web interface.”
A Stepwise Implementation
Glades approached the replacement of its system in a
phased, step-by-step approach beginning with the replacement of a single RTU. The idea was to connect an Orion RTU
to their existing SCADA system to evaluate its performance
and compatibility before making a more significant investment.
“We took advantage of the Orion RTU’s integrated online
connectivity to serve up communications more efficiently,”
said Cordova. “By typing the IP address of the new RTU, we
could directly access it through a Web browser to see the
substation online.”

About the same time, the second RTU was delivered to the
next network location, a transmission station, the existing
SCADA top-end failed unexpectedly, causing Glades to lose
situational awareness at that location temporarily. Chronic technical support response time issues with the existing
vendor led the Glades team to decide to upgrade its entire
system at this point — 16 substations and its SCADA top-end.
NovaTech addressed the need for situational awareness of
the field through the SCADA system configuration. Devices in
the substation serve up their own data on a graphic view. A
top-end unit in the office governs all these units and allows
a single viewpoint of the network without entering the IP
address of each substation. To further improve efficiency,
NovaTech installed an Orion SCADA server in the Glades IT
room to act as a hub or data concentrator.
Today, Glades is about halfway through its co-op-wide RTU
replacement, having installed Orion units at seven of its substations together with a data concentrator. When completed,
the cooperative will have replaced its RTUs in all 16 substations.
(Continued on pg. 12)

Based on this initial phase, the Glades team decided to move
forward with a second RTU implementation.
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Utilities want to reduce how much time people spend directly interfacing with the equipment at our substations.

(Continued from pg. 11)

Collaboration for Optimal Configuration
According to Cordova, the implementation has been very
smooth, despite executing the upgrade while working under
the constraints of the pandemic.
The project scope included product, configuration, assembly
services, testing and site commissioning.
For the project, NovaTech assigned an engineer to build
the system from scratch while working closely with Glades’
technicians.
“Having an expert involved helps us considerably because
it enables us to customize as we build,” said Cordova. “This
ensures that we have the features we need to make our
operations center’s life easier.”
Cordova adds, “As an example, we have added an overview
page that gives us a view of the entire system in one glance,
eliminating the need to scroll through multiple screens to see
what has happened at any of our 16 substations. If there’s an
alarm, the overview page shows you exactly what happened
and where in a very easy-to-understand layout.”
NovaTech is designing a load management page that will
help Glades to decide which feeders to turn off in a blackout
rotation response to a volt electric emergency.
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“With the latest advancement in technology, there’s so much
more that can be automated,” Cordova said. “Many utilities
are under-utilizing their systems simply by not turning on
features that could eliminate manual interventions.”
“In our case, there was a lot of data that we could have been
collecting that we were not,” said Cordova. “Bottom-line,
we were simply not taking full advantage of what we had.
So, this time, with the help of NovaTech, we have configured
a much more useful and tailored product that also is much
better supported.”
A Cautionary Tale
The lack of customer support that Glades experienced prior
to selecting NovaTech resulted in a sub-optimized system
configuration that created unnecessary manual work for its
staff, and increased the exposure to product failures because
of the lengthy vendor response times.
Compounding the issue was that the vendor was charging
a support fee through a service contract in addition to a
significant annual product licensing fee. The support fee was
charged as a fixed cost whether they serviced the technology
or not.
With Glades’ new RTU and SCADA system, it is not only
better configured to the cooperative’s needs, providing more
automation support and remote management capabilities,
but there is no fixed support fee beyond the licensing cost.
Glades pays for service only when needed.

Glades approached the replacement of its system in a phased, step-by-step approach beginning with the replacement of a single RTU. The idea was to
connect an Orion RTU to the existing SCADA system to evaluate its performance and compatibility before making a more significant investment.

Stepping Toward Success

system upgrade will be seamless and cost-effective.

A technology upgrade is a significant project for a utility,
comprising configuration, assembly services, testing, and site
commissioning. It is critical for a utility to take the time to
fully assess the compatibility of a new technology with its
existing systems, fully exploit new features to reduce manual
interventions, and ensure that licensing and support fees
are to their advantage. Addressing these needs through a
phased approach can help to ensure that an RTU and SCADA

For more information about NovaTech Automation and the
Orion family of substation automation solutions, visit
www.novatechautomation.com or call (913) 451-1880.

9341 Adam Don Parkway
Woodridge, IL 60517
Phone: 630-887-7700

9200 S. Calumet Ave., Unit N501
Munster, IN 46321
Phone: 219-392-3000

24/7 Emergency: 800.794.5033
amsmechanicalsystems.com
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Burning Garbage Helps Generate Power
at 30-Year-Old Plant
By Sean Sauro, LNP Newspaper

BAINBRIDGE, Pa. (AP) — Piled in thousand-ton heaps, garbage was a putrid mountain, stacked about two stories tall
in a concrete pit in June in rural Conoy Township, where
the rubbish is seen as more than just discarded trash to be
landfilled.
Instead, trash piled at the county’s Waste-to-Energy Facility
has served as fuel for three decades, feeding a process that
generates usable electricity, saves landfill space and reduces
related greenhouse gas emissions
That’s according to officials at the Lancaster County Solid
Waste Management Authority, which is celebrating the
plant’s 30th year.
To date, 10.7 million tons of trash has been combusted at the
facility, authority officials said.
“It’s the best way to process on a mass scale at this place and
time,” authority CEO Bob Zorbaugh said, referring to the
trash-related needs of the county’s more than half a million
residents.
That’s true, Zorbaugh claims, even though the combustion
process is not pollution-free.
“We don’t want to pretend that the facility doesn’t have any
emissions. It does,” he said before weighing that against the
alternative.
“You know, most communities in the United States have
just a landfill,” Zorbaugh said. “Do you just want to landfill
everything, or do you want to do something different with
the technology available?”

garbage clattered to the floor from the back of a filled tractor-trailer before being pushed into the pit, where as much
as 9,000 tons of rubbish can be piled.
Overhead, crane operators used massive, claw-like grapples
to scoop trash from the pile before lowering it into chutes
that feed the site’s three boilers, which burn at a minimum
of 1,800 degrees to each incinerate 400 tons of trash a day.
The heat warms water-filled tubes surrounding the boilers to
create pressurized steam, which drives a turbine to generate
electricity.
Running continuously, the process generates 36 megawatts
of electricity at a given time. The facility itself consumes six
of those megawatts, and the other 30 are sold into the local
power grid — enough to power more than 20,000 homes,
Sandoe said.
Energy-related revenue from the facility’s output amounted
to about $9 million in 2020, Sandoe said.
Discarded metal items, not burned up in the process, can
be recovered from the ash and sold into recycling markets,
Zorbaugh said. He showed off piles of the reclaimed metal
during the tour, pointing out dumbbells, lugnuts, tin cans,
gears and mattress springs.
“We are able to extract and recycle thousands of tons of
metal a year,” he said, noting that those materials would
have been landfilled without the combustion process.
Annually, metals recovered at the facility generate an average of about $700,000 in revenue, Sandoe said.

The authority has a landfill, too — the 96-acre Frey Farm
site in rural Manor Township that began operating in 1989.
However, the county likely would have needed two more
landfills of the same size if it wasn’t for the waste-to-energy
program, said Katie Sandoe, an authority spokeswoman.
Space is saved because the process turns trash — mostly the
kind of rubbish that’s put out for collection at the curb —
into ash, reducing its volume by 90 percent before it’s sent to
the landfill.
Over the facility’s 30 years, that equates to a reduction of
17.8 million cubic yards of waste, enough to fill Penn State
University’s Beaver Stadium 12 times, Sandoe said.
Fire Protection Contractor

1,800 Degrees
Authority officials shared those figures before showing off
the process last month, leading the way into the facility as
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Operators control large grappling hooks to move garbage into a chute where the waste falls into the incinerator to burn during a tour of the Lancaster
County Solid Waste Management Authority’s waste-to-energy facility in Bainbridge, Pa., on Wednesday, June 16, 2021. (Suzette Wenger/LNP/LancasterOnline via AP)
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But for all of those reported benefits, Sandoe acknowledged that there are environmental drawbacks of running a
24/7 waste-to-energy facility, including emissions of harmful gases — mostly carbon dioxide, which causes climate
change, and poisonous nitrogen oxides that contribute to
air pollution.
In an average year, those nitrogen oxides emissions total
about 530 metric tons, and carbon dioxide equivalent emissions total about 161,198 metric tons, Sandoe said.
She cited U.S. Environmental Protection Agency data to
compare the facility to the nearby Brunner Island power
plant in York County, which in 2019 produced 2,158,706
metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions, or about
13 times more than the Waste-to-Energy Facility.
The average passenger vehicle emits about 4.6 metric tons
of carbon dioxide per year, according to the EPA.
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Plans Were Controversial
Critics have long expressed fears about the potential release
of other toxic pollutants, including dioxins, toxic chemical
compounds that can negatively impact human health.
Those concerns have existed locally since even before the
$115 million facility was formally dedicated in June 1991,
according to LNP LancasterOnline archives.
(Continued on pg. 16)
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Emissions Monitored in Real Time

“Let us not leave to our children and our children’s children
an inheritance of bad air, contaminated water,” one letter
writer wrote, opposing combustion at the site ahead of its
opening.

As he led a tour of the facility last month, Zorbaugh moved
outside to the back of the plant, where he pointed toward
a collection of structures and stacks, all designed, he said,
to control pollutants and ensure compliance with federally
mandated standards.

Steven Mohr, chairman of the Conoy Township Board of
Supervisors, recalled that opposition. He was on the board
when the facility site, between River Road and the Susquehanna River, near Bainbridge, was first announced as a
potential location.
“They just wanted to come up with anything they could to
stop it,” Mohr said, adding that police were asked to attend
at least one related township meeting so “it didn’t get out of
hand.”
To Mohr, it’s the ideal location, tucked away from most developed areas on a rural road that can handle the hundreds
of trash trucks that drop off waste at the facility.
The thousands of tons of smelly trash inside are barely
detectable outside of the building’s footprint, he said, an
assurance authority officials gave him prior to the build.
“It lived up to the sales pitch,” he said. “There isn’t any negative.”
Currently, there are no active local opposition groups to the
waste-to-energy facility, Sandoe said.

Readings from those control systems are transmitted live to
state regulators, and any interruption or violation of that
process comes with consequences, Sandoe said.
“Some of the misunderstanding around modern waste-to-energy facilities comes back to this public memory of old incinerators of the ’60s and ’70s that did have a negative impact
on the environment,” she said. “That’s not exactly what we
are doing here.”
Sandoe also touted the process as an environmental benefit,
pointing out that burning trash for electricity eliminates the
amount of raw waste left to rot in traditional landfills. Decomposing waste releases methane gas, a significant contributor to climate change.
While officials could not provide methane-specific numbers, it’s been reported that every ton of waste processed
in a waste-to-energy facility offsets a ton of carbon dioxide
equivalent emissions, Sandoe said.
Zorbaugh said he hopes the authority will remain innovative,
especially when it comes to new opportunities for recycling
and reuse in the waste stream.

Mohr said the per-ton host fee the authority pays to be sited
in the township has been a major benefit to Conoy. Amounting to about $60,000 to $70,000 in revenue a month, the fee
has allowed the township to eliminate local taxes, he said.

“But until that happens, we need to do something with this
waste,” Zorbaugh said, guessing that waste-to-energy will
remain a viable option.

“Now all of those people that were against it, they want to
help spend the money,” he said with a laugh.

In fact, the facility was designed with the future in mind,
built with extra space to allow for population growth.

Still, the potential for pollution problems exists, according
to the EPA, which notes a number of related regulations,
standards and controls that were implemented to combat
harmful emissions during the 1970s to 1990s.

“Thirty years later, we still have capacity,” Zorbaugh said.
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Weil-McLain is Winner in Prestigious
ACHR News Dealer Design Awards
BURR RIDGE, Ill. — Weil-McLain was recognized for excellence in product design and efficiency in the 18th annual
Dealer Design Awards Program sponsored by the Air Conditioning, Heating & Refrigeration newsmagazine. An independent panel of contractors acted as judges in the contest
that had 117 entries.
The company’s ECO® Tec premium residential gas boiler was
the silver winner in the HVAC High Efficiency Residential
Equipment product category — the top award presented
to any boiler manufacturer for 2021. The ACHR News is the
leading trade magazine in the heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and refrigeration industries.

ACHR News Publisher Mike Murphy stated, “These awards
give us a unique opportunity to recognize the outstanding
research and development efforts that go into many of the
products serving the HVACR industry and the awards issue
gives our readers an opportunity to read about innovative
installation and service solutions.”
“Weil-McLain is dedicated to producing hydronic heating
systems at the forefront of innovation that meet and exceed
the demands of our customers,” said Mike Boyd, product
manager with Weil-McLain. “This prestigious honor for our
ECO Tec boiler is a testament to our outstanding product
design team. We are delighted to be recognized in the high
efficiency category and for having the top boiler product of
the year.”
The 95 percent AFUE ECO Tec boiler meets nearly all residential needs including multi-zone and combi applications. It
features a long-lasting fire tube heat exchanger and is available in combi versions with response time and domestic hot
water (DHW) output designed to meet the demanding needs
of residential replacement applications. ECO Tec is easy to
install, use and service, operates whisper-quiet, and is among

Weil-McLain’s ECO Tec boiler has been recognized as the Top Boiler Design
for 2021.

the most energy-efficient residential boilers available today.
Winning entries in the Dealer Design Awards were featured
in the July 26, 2021, issue of the ACHR News, which is distributed nationally to more than 27,000 HVACR contractors,
wholesalers and distributors, and other industry professionals. For more information and further coverage, visit
www.achrnews.com or www.weil-mclain.com.
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Walz Says ‘Clean Car’ Rules Haven’t
Hurt in 14 Other States

By Steve Karnowski | Associated Press

EDEN PRAIRIE, Minn. (AP) — Minnesota recently became the
first Midwestern state to adopt a plan for encouraging the
switchover to electric vehicles as Gov. Tim Walz predicted
that someday people will wonder why there was such a fuss.
The Democratic governor visited Phillips and Temro Industries, which manufactures electric vehicle chargers, to highlight the state’s “clean car” rules, which take effect in 2024
for the 2025 model year. He said the rules will mean more
choices for consumers shopping for electric cars, cleaner air
at a time of growing concern about climate change, and
more jobs.
Fourteen other states already have adopted similar standards, which require manufacturers and dealers to supply
more electric vehicles. The states’ rules are all based on California’s tough standards, and that’s been a major sore point
for Minnesota auto dealers and other critics.
“In the 14 other states, the sky did not fall,” Walz told reporters after his tour. “The car industry did not collapse. Jobs

were not lost. In fact, just the opposite happened in all 14
other states.”
The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency made the standards official by publishing them in the State Register July
26 following a contentious process. The Walz administration
angered Republican lawmakers by bypassing the Legislature’s
input and imposing them with its executive authority. Republicans held up an environmental projects bill for over a year
and threatened to shut down state parks in an unsuccessful
effort to force the governor to back down.
And Walz paid a heavy political price for defying them. Laura
Bishop resigned as commissioner of the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency in July when it became apparent that the
GOP-controlled state Senate was about to vote to reject her
confirmation over her agency’s leading role in the process.
“It puts California bureaucrats in charge of our industry here
in Minnesota,” Scott Lambert, president of the Minnesota
Automobile Dealers Association, said in an interview. “The
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Minnesota Gov. Tim Walz tours Phillips & Temro with CEO Tom Moser, Monday, July 26, 2021, where he announced final adoption of Minnesota's new
clean cars rules. The company is a pioneer of electric vehicle battery heating technologies and charging systems in Eden Prairie, Minn. Minnesota became
the first Midwestern state to adopt a plan for encouraging the switchover to electric vehicles, as Gov. Walz predicted that someday people will wonder
why there was such as fuss. (Glen Stubbe/Star Tribune via AP)

state has no ability to modify or amend these rules.”
Lambert added that the changes will swamp Minnesota dealers with more electric vehicles than customers want to buy,
and force up car prices for everyone.
Republican Senate Majority Leader Paul Gazelka, of East Gull
Lake, who has said he expects the rules to be a campaign
issue in 2022, called them another example of Walz one-man
rule, in line with his reliance on emergency powers to manage the pandemic.
“I’m not surprised Governor Walz continues to issue mandates after the last 18 months,” Gazelka said in a statement.
“His emergency powers may be over, but his ego trip is not,

and it looks like ‘One Minnesota’ is just ‘Walz’s Minnesota,’”
he added, echoing the governor’s 2018 campaign theme.
Walz said fears haven’t come true in the states that have already adopted the rules, and that he thinks it’s just a matter
of time before the rest of the country catches up. And he
predicted that electric vehicle buyers will flock to Minnesota
because the state will offer more models than other states.
“I think that this will be the national standard before long,”
the governor said.
Democratic Rep. Rick Hansen, of South St. Paul, who chairs
a key environment committee, said proponents had overcome “unprecedented opposition” since Walz proposed the
change in 2019. He gave a shout-out to Bishop for making it
happen before she lost her job over it.
“At the end of the day, this is going to benefit everybody,”
Hansen said. “And whether we have some scars from this,
whether it was difficult, whether it was challenging, it is
worth it.”
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Desert Tortoise Deaths Near New
Nevada Solar Farm Draw Study
By Stephanie Castillo | Las Vegas Review-Journal
LAS VEGAS (AP) — A few miles off a Nevada state highway
west of Las Vegas, about 10 miles south of Pahrump, lies a
3,000-acre solar farm under development.
As you approach, bundles of metal fencing are prepped to
soon become 10 miles of temporary desert tortoise exclusion
fencing.

“We’re not even surprised that badgers discovered these
tortoises,” Cunningham told the Las Vegas Review-Journal.
“When you move them to a different area, they tend to start
wandering around and try to get back to their home range,
and that’s when they’re taken by predators.”

A team of biologists relocated 139 tortoises from their habitat to make way for the solar panels in the Yellow Pine Solar
Project, one of four large solar energy developments initiated in Southern Nevada.

Cunningham founded the nonprofit Basin and Range Watch
with partner Kevin Emmerich 12 years ago. They were field
biologists for state and federal wildlife agencies before
shifting their work to help conserve the deserts of Nevada
and California while advocating for sustainable, renewable
energy alternatives.

The tortoises were moved across state Route 160 to Stump
Springs in May.

Both are concerned about the large solar project and its
impact on the desert landscape.

In a span of a few weeks, 30 tortoises were killed, possibly by
badgers. Conservationists believe relocation stress made the
reptiles vulnerable and drought caused badgers to look for
new sources of prey.

“During the drought, there are less rodents, less lizards, and
so they (predators) are going after everything. And so we
think this was predictable enough that it shouldn’t have
been done, especially during a drought,” said Cunningham.

Wildlife experts are still looking into the exact cause.

Steven Stengel, a representative of NextEra Energy Resources, declined immediate comment.

The loss of the tortoises, a threatened species in Nevada
since 1990, illustrates the challenges of bringing alternative
energy sources to the Mojave Desert while still protecting its
biodiversity.
Conservationists say the state should modify desert relocation protocols under the current drought. Laura Cunningham, biologist and co-founder of Basin and Range Watch,
said the tortoises get lost and confused when moved from
their home range.
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The Solar Project
Through the Public Land Renewable Energy Development
Act, the federal government is incentivizing wind, solar, and
geothermal energy developments on public lands.
In November 2020, the Bureau of Land Management accepted the Yellow Pine Solar Project application, developed
by a subsidiary of NextEra Energy Resources. The project is

expected to generate 500 megawatts of electricity using photovoltaic solar panels, enough for up to 100,000 households,
by the end of 2022.
The solar arrays absorb energy from the sun and generate
electricity, which is stored in a lithium-ion-based battery,
gathered by an internal electrical collection system and transformed to transmission voltage before reaching homes.
The developers say the solar farm will provide 300 construction jobs and approximately $23 million in additional tax
revenue for Clark County within a decade.
Before development, the company first surveyed wildlife,
vegetation, cultural and tribal resources, and endangered
species. BLM then issued a right-of-way in January 2021,
granting the developers approval to begin clearing the area
of tortoises and putting up fencing to keep the tortoises
from reentering the project site.
Tortoise Migration
There are strict guidelines and standardized protocols in
place, set by the Fish and Wildlife Service, for each phase of
handling the tortoises to mitigate risks and prevent further
endangering the species.

The desert tortoise has been listed as threatened under the
U.S. Endangered Species Act because of population decline
due to predation, collection by humans, off-highway vehicles
and upper respiratory tract disease.
In addition, urban developments, agriculture, road construction and military activities have fragmented tortoise habitats,
reducing the tortoise population below the level necessary to
maintain a minimum viable population.
After 30 years of study, Todd Esque, a U.S. Geological Survey
research ecologist, said data shows the populations are “not
quite stable.”
“We knew when they got listed that it would take decades
to get them turned around,” he said. “But we have to be
able to do all the things that that requires, to turn them
around; you can’t just wish they would start repopulating.”
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service monitors tortoise populations in designated conservation areas throughout a range
including Southern Nevada, Southern California, southwestern Utah and northwestern Arizona.
(Continued on pg. 22)
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However, tortoises outside designated conservation areas are
not monitored and mostly inhabit land renewable energy
developers are interested in.
During the survey, the number of adults, juveniles and
hatchlings is counted in three areas by qualified consultants:
the project area, the relocation area and a reference site in a
conservation area.

higher risk to be a tortoise when you’re near a town. And
that’s the bad news. For tortoises, it was much bigger [risk]
than just an incident of moving the tortoises in one time.”
For their Fort Irwin study, it was not the act of translocating
tortoises that led to their death, but how much more residential areas are blending into wildlife where many predators reside. It was difficult to compare badgers and coyotes
changing their prey toward tortoises.

Consultants check the health status of the tortoises in the
project and relocation site to prevent disease spread and
finally, the relocated tortoises are paired with a tracking
device. The developers report back to both BLM and state
wildlife officials throughout the process.

“If it was related to the drought, why aren’t coyotes eating
tortoises in Stump Springs?” said Averill-Murray. “It’s just
very strange and it’s not quite as simple as, `Oh, it’s drought
and the predators automatically eat translocated tortoises.
Or translocated tortoises are more susceptible to being eaten
by predators in a drought.’ It’s just that has not been the case
over the last 10-15 years.”

Despite mitigation measures, within weeks of relocating the
tortoises from the project site to their new home in Stump
Springs, dozens died.

Tortoise Vs. Solar

“I think most of those were thought to be from or had signs
of badger predation,” said Roy Averill-Murray, Fish and
Wildlife Service desert tortoise recovery coordinator. “Others
could have also included a small handful of other natural
causes, but it seemed to be mostly this kind of localized focus
badger attention on the translocated tortoises.”
The tortoise deaths from badgers accounted for roughly
one-third of the relocated adults. No more deaths have been
reported since mid-July.
Badgers aren’t typically known to prey on desert tortoises.
Instead, their main prey is desert rodents, but they are also
known to eat ground-nesting birds, lizards and insects.
They also aren’t the only desert animals with a history of
switching prey.
Other Tortoise Relocation
Esque and Averill-Murray were part of a 2008 study that
looked into the relocation of 2,000 tortoises from Fort Irwin
in Southern California, where hundreds of square kilometers
of habitat were cleared for Army tank training.
In their research, 600 tortoises were radioed from three
subpopulations: one group nowhere near any of the animals
that got moved, one group living in the area where the tortoises got moved, and the group that got moved.
Coyotes attacked all three tortoise populations near the area.
According to Esque, it’s difficult for a coyote to eat tortoises
because they require more energy to eat than the rabbits
that coyotes typically prey on. But during drought, if rabbits
die out, coyotes will resort to eating tortoises, which is what
happened in Fort Irwin.
“So the story was not that there’s one thing happened, and
they moved tortoises, and they all got whacked,” said Esque.
“It’s that, the whole desert ... there are patches where it’s a
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Cunningham and Emmerich propose that developers instead
build solar arrays on the tops of parking garages, or push
back the development of solar projects when there isn’t an
extreme drought.
“We’re asking the tortoise to make a sacrifice here for climate change. Maybe we the people, in the city and towns,
should really try to conserve more and make our structures

Laura Cunningham shows the Review-Journal a desert tortoise burrow across the street from the future Yellow Pine solar project in the desert west of Las
Vegas and southeast of Pahrump, Nev., in Clark County, Wednesday, July 14, 2021. Cunningham and her husband, who together founded the nonprofit
Basin and Range Watch, say the solar panels will destroy the pristine ecosystem of the desert and harm the desert tortoises and that there are alternative
places to put the solar panels. (Rachel Aston/Las Vegas Review-Journal via AP)

more energy-efficient and less wasteful,” said Cunningham.
Developers of the Yellow Pine Solar Project need to finish
setting up the tortoise exclusion fence before moving on to
the next stage of development later this year.
For now, they are responsible for keeping track of all three
populations of the desert tortoise for a year. After that,
according to Averill-Murray, the developers will hand off the
project to the Fish and Wildlife Service, which will most likely
contract out the U.S. Geological Survey to continue monitoring the tortoises.
“BLM is having them (developers) pay a fee to support monitoring into the future. I think it’s a $1 amount per acre that
they’re ... putting into a bank account that will support the
future monitoring down the line,” he said.

The Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service partnering with the U.S. Geological Survey allows for
the long-term monitoring of translocated desert tortoises to
inform future mitigation protocols.
“Judging by the number of applications we have for solar
plants, basically, the next area will be between Las Vegas
and Beatty, Nevada — a giant flat valley up there that’s all
perfect for solar,” said Esque.
“But that’s also one of the few north-south corridors for
desert tortoises to respond to climate change if they need to
if we can think in those terms, which is really long terms,” he
said. “So what should the strategy be for that? Not just for
our backyard here, but the whole range of desert tortoises.”
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A Waste Coal-Burning, Cryptomining
Pirate Ship Sets Sail
By Anya Litvak, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

KENNERDELL, Pa. (AP) — In March 2017, Bill Spence got suddenly, catastrophically sick. A part of his pancreas died. His
gall bladder failed. When he got to the emergency room, the
doctors found kidney cancer. “Let’s see if you can make it 48
hours,” his doctor told him.
Just a few weeks earlier, Mr. Spence, a cheerful tower of a
man whose signature ponytail had been updated to a gray
man bun, had walked into the Scrubgrass waste coal plant
that he had just bought and hung a black pirate flag in the
office. The coal plant was a pirate ship, he announced. “We
sink or profit together.”
The power plant and the mountains of waste coal that it
burns were now in the hands of this group, not the large
corporations and hedge funds that had owned it until then.
Then, all of a sudden, the captain of the ship was on death’s
door.
When Scrubgrass’ general manager, R.J. Shaffer, learned the
news, he printed out a photo of the Venango County power
plant and delivered it to Mr. Spence’s hospital bedside. The
picture had two pirate flags, the signatures of the crew, and
was captioned: “The ‘Power’ of Healing.”
“I knew it would be an inspiration for him to get better,” Mr.
Shaffer said.
And Mr. Spence did. The recovery left him homebound for
several years, but it also left him with plenty of time to do
what he does: come up with business ideas.
The plant he had bought was in trouble. It was competing
with cheap natural gas on the power grid and losing — endangering the 35 jobs at Scrubgrass Generating Station
along with the effort to clean up millions of tons of leaching
coal waste left behind by mining companies over the course
of decades.
The plant couldn’t just rely on the grid for revenue anymore,
because the grid simply didn’t need its power all that often.
Mr. Spence started to look for other customers.
As Mr. Spence convalesced, Mr. Shaffer and the plant’s engineering manager, Jeff Campbell, would visit with him in his
Fox Chapel home to brainstorm ideas.
“Do you know what a Bitcoin is?” Mr. Spence asked them
one day in late 2017.
Computer Arms Race
Bitcoin is the most widespread of the cryptocurrencies in use
today. These digital currencies, which involve a huge amount
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of computing power, aren’t issued by a central bank but are
instead “mined” by computers that perform the energy-intensive work of validating transactions and adding them to a
digital ledger, called the blockchain.
Just as mining coal or gold is a matter of who gets to the
commodity first, so too is digital mining, where computers
race against each other to be the first to validate a block of
transactions and win their reward.
With each new computer vying for the prize, the algorithm
adjusts to make getting it more difficult.
Rather like a coal company hiring more coal miners, cryptominers buy more and faster computers, creating a kind of arms
race that’s driving a huge demand for power.
Already, some power generators — finding they can make
more money supplying electricity to Bitcoin-mining operations than selling it to the grid — are shifting focus.

Chris Radwanski, data center supervisor, checks on bitcoin mining machines in a shipping container behind the Scrubgrass Power plant on Friday, July 23,
2021, in Russellton, Pa. (Andrew Rush/Pittsburgh Post-Gazette via AP)

Energy Harbor, which owns the Beaver Valley Nuclear Plant
in Beaver County, announced early in August that it will supply nuclear power to a Bitcoin-mining data center in Ohio.
Talen Energy, owner of the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station in Luzerne County, is doing the same. The company said
earlier this year that it will develop a data center to mine
digital currency that could use up to 300 megawatts, or 12
percent of the nuclear plant’s capacity.
Bitcoin miners, in turn, are hyper cognizant of power prices
and availability.
Some are taking mobile units into the oil fields, hooking
up their machines to run on natural gas, a byproduct of oil
product that would otherwise be flared. Others, worried
about the substantial and growing carbon footprint of all
this digital mining — Bitcoin’s highest profile booster Elon
Musk recently called the industry to account for its contribution to climate change — are trying to find renewable
sources of energy to power their machines.

The Piles That Remain
Today, Scrubgrass, an 85-megawatt blue box with a black
smokestack in the hills of Scrubgrass Township, looks much
like it did when it first opened in 1993 — except for the trailers filled with Bitcoin miners in the back.
The operation originally came online along with a wave of
such plants that were supposed to tackle Pennsylvania’s legacy of abandoned coal piles.
The plants took advantage of a new technology in the 1990s
— a circulating fluidized bed that made it possible to burn
such low-grade material and control emissions of sulfur and
nitrous oxides. Limestone is injected into the process, and
the resulting ash, now alkaline, is often spread on the land
where the waste coal came from to neutralize the acid.
Last year, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection estimated there are about 9,000 acres filled with
waste coal piles in the state remaining, after some 3,700
acres have been reclaimed over the past three decades,
mostly by the piles being burned in waste coal power plants.
Some piles are hundreds of feet deep.
“There is clearly more work to be done,” DEP Secretary
Patrick McDonnell told a state legislative committee last year
during a hearing on the greenhouse gas impacts of such
power plants. They emit more carbon dioxide than regular
coal plants per unit of energy because the quality of their
fuel is much lower than pure coal.
That has always been the trade-off — cleaning up the waste
coal piles cleans up the water around them and remediates
unsightly and dangerous land. But the CO2 goes in the air.
In 2019, the last year with available federal data, Scrubgrass
emitted the equivalent of 371,000 tons of CO2 — the green
(Continued on pg. 26)
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heavy metals into the earth, turning streams orange.

house gas footprint of 80,000 cars driving for a year. In 2012,
when the plant was running at full force, it emitted close to
a million tons.

But it’s not the environmental good-doing that hooked
investors during two funding rounds that yielded more than
$100 million over the past several months.

The waste coal piles themselves also emit pollutants.

The appeal was the Bitcoin operation, said Greg Beard, CEO
and president of Stronghold Digital Mining, a company that
he founded with Mr. Spence to turn Scrubgrass and several
other waste coal plants into a crypto hub.

“Of the piles that remain,” Mr. McDonnell said last year,
“approximately 40 have ignited and continually burn, significantly impacting local air quality and releasing significant
amounts of carbon dioxide and other pollutants.” Other
estimates put the number of burning piles at more than 90.
That’s why the DEP essentially excused waste coal plants
from buying carbon credits as part of its plan to join the
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, a multistate carbon capand-trade program.
The Piles in West Deer
It was another man’s illness, his father’s, that brought Mr.
Spence into the waste coal business in the first place. A
mining engineer from the Mon Valley, he was living in Texas
in the early 1990s when his father got sick, and Mr. Spence
began to take extended trips to Pittsburgh to care for him.
Suddenly, the waste coal piles that he was used to seeing as a
kid looked different — they looked like an opportunity.
In 1994, Mr. Spence bought a 5-million-ton gob — that is,
garbage of bituminous — pile in West Deer and secured a
contract with a brand-new plant in Venango County to burn
the waste coal.
It took a decade to truck all of that material 60 miles north
to Scrubgrass. After it was burned, the resulting ash was
trucked back to West Deer and spread on the land. There it
sat compacting for another decade.
Stronghold Digital Mining’s initial public stock offering was
filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on July
27.
In early August, Mr. Spence stood on that flattened ground
in northern Allegheny County, now home to a pair of soccer
fields and an indoor sports complex, and talked about what’s
possible when waste coal is cleaned up.
Then he drove a quarter mile down the road, where a mountain range of abandoned coal waste showed how much is
left to be done.
The other West Deer pile that now sends 50 trucks to Scrubgrass every day represents the remnants of a coal mine that
once supplied steel to build U.S. skyscrapers and produce
weapons during World War II. The mine opened in 1904 and
shuttered eight decades later, leaving heaps of waste coal on
the ground.
Every time it rains, the remnants leach an acidic brew of
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Stronghold recently filed documents with the Securities &
Exchange Commission to become a public company.
‘Is This Real?’
Jeff Campbell, the plant engineer, started researching Bitcoin
as soon as he got home from Mr. Spence’s house in 2017.
He watched a 40-minute YouTube video and said the idea
clicked into place: “This is currency that’s underpinned by
power.”
On Amazon, he bought a $50 USB stick that promised to
mine Bitcoin. He switched his computer to an isolated network and plugged it in.
At that time, Bitcoin was still “fringe,” Mr. Campbell said,
and he worried about getting a computer virus or even

ending up on an FBI watchlist because of cryptocurrency’s
reputation in moving funds for terrorism.

that it makes economic sense to mine. That was enough for
him.

The USB stick worked as advertised, and after a few weeks,
Mr. Campbell invested $1,000 and bought a mining machine,
a computer whose sole purpose is to run computations. It ran
for a week and generated the equivalent of $6.65 in Bitcoin.

Stronghold is buying another waste coal plant, Panther
Creek Energy Facility in Carbon County, with plans to replicate its cryptomining data center there, and is eyeing a third.
Stabilizing the Grid

Nervously, Mr. Campbell linked the machine’s digital wallet
to Scrubgrass’ PNC account to transfer the spoils, then he
went into the office to check if it really showed up there.
“Oh, my God. I can’t believe this is really going to work,” he
said.
“All we need to do is put 15,000 of these in,” he told Mr.
Spence.
According to Mr. Campbell’s calculations, at that price, mining for Bitcoin with 15,000 machines would add about 50
percent to the plant’s operating revenue.
The earnings from the first machine funded the purchase of
the second, then those two funded the third and so on.
Today, there are about 3,000 cryptocurrency miners packed
into retrofitted shipping containers behind the power plant,
most of them owned by Stronghold and some that belong
to other mining companies that buy power from the plant.
Another 5,000 machines are scheduled to arrive next month.
According to documents filed with the SEC, Stronghold is
planning to operate 57,000 miners by the end of next year.
In 2020, when the power plant seldom ran, Stronghold made
more money from its Bitcoin operations than by selling
Scrubgrass’s energy to the grid. During the first three months
of this year, the trend reversed. It received almost $2 million
from power sales and more than $1 million from its crypto
datacenter.
Mr. Spence talks to his kids about blockchain, the cryptography involved in storing and verifying huge swaths of data,
the way people in the 1960s talked about plastics, à la the
movie The Graduate.
“I feel that blockchain is gonna change the world,” he said.
For Mr. Campbell, it feels like the beginning of the Internet
did: He knows it’s going to be revolutionary and ubiquitous,
but the vision is still fuzzy. “Facial recognition? Three-dimensional rendering? Autonomous driving? Artificial intelligence?” he spitballs.
Mr. Spence’s business partner, Mr. Beard, who used to manage energy investing at Apollo Global Management Inc., isn’t
as exuberant.
“I’m not sure that you need to be a believer,” he said.

While Bitcoin is the shiny veneer of the operation, it’s actually a means to an end — giving Scrubgrass a reason to run
more than the electric grid needs so that it can continue to
burn waste coal.
For the first 20 years, the plant ran nearly constantly. It had
a power purchase agreement with the local utility, which
meant there was a guaranteed demand and a guaranteed
price for its output.
When that ended, in 2013, Scrubgrass struggled to navigate
the competitive power market, where the price of power
was falling in part because the Marcellus Shale was making
natural gas a cheaper fuel for electricity than coal, let alone
waste coal.
Plants — especially smaller ones like Scrubgrass that find
themselves on the margin — often run only at peak times
when the demand on the grid raises prices enough to make
it worth their while.
Having a constant demand, like the attached data center,
means Scrubgrass doesn’t need to shut down when prices for
power fall. It also means that when the grid needs it, Scrubgrass can act like a battery — instantly switching its power to
the grid.
“I think 10 years from now, people are going to say, ‘Bitcoin
is the thing that power plants do to regulate the grid,” Mr.
Campbell said.
He’s already thinking of ways to route the heat produced
by the miners back into the power plant. (Last winter, Mr.
Campbell heated his home with Bitcoin machines).
Meanwhile, the plant, although no spring chicken, feels like
it’s still trying to figure out what it is — a place where people
tinker and experiment. Mr. Shaffer, who spent most of his career at the plant, proudly proclaims that his colleagues aren’t
“typical power plant people.” A former restaurant manager
runs the data center.
Mr. Spence, not a typical anything except an entrepreneur
whose ventures over the years ranged from natural gas
services to a health magazine, hung the framed photo of
Scrubgrass just inside the front door of his home.
“They should be building more plants like this, not less,” he
said recently. “It’s not perfect. I acknowledge that to you. But
it’s damn good.”

He plugged the numbers into an Excel spreadsheet and saw
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Cleaning and Maintenance of HVAC
Systems Help Tackle IAQ Concerns
in a Post Pandemic World
STAMFORD, Conn. — Goodway Technologies, a leader in
industrial HVAC maintenance products, is reminding facility managers how critical the cleaning and maintenance of
an HVAC system is to indoor air quality (IAQ). While many
facility managers have long understood the importance of
IAQ, the pandemic has brought an increased emphasis on
the need to keep employees and occupants safe and healthy,
and with “back to work” activity increasing, now is the time
to act.
“One of the top priorities for facility managers should be
addressing increased concerns over indoor air quality,” says
Tim Kane, president and CEO of Goodway Technologies. “Returning employees are naturally anxious over the quality of
the air in a post-pandemic world. Executing proper cleaning
and maintenance of HVAC systems can help minimize the risk
of poor indoor air quality while also providing many other
benefits to overall operations.”
Goodway Technologies recommends focusing on these HVAC
parts to take the proper steps towards improving indoor air
quality.
Duct Cleaning
Ducts can often be overlooked. However, indoor air is recycled through the HVAC system and can spread germs, dust,
mold and allergens throughout a facility. Those contaminants can adhere to the interior of the ductwork, keeping
them around for much longer. Duct cleaning can help eliminate those issues.
Cleaning and decontaminating ductwork requires special-
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Goodway Technologies’ TFC200 offers and efficient solution for the removal of scale deposits on cooling towers, preventing the development of
Legionella.

ized tools to dislodge stuck dirt and debris. First, begin by
inspecting ductwork for any large debris such as rodents or
other waste. Then use an industrial duct cleaning system
or vacuum to loosen and remove additional buildup. Make
sure the tool is equipped with HEPA filters for better results.
If there is evidence of microbial growth in the ductwork, it
may require chemical agents and disinfectants to clean and
prevent further growth.
Coil Cleaning
Ignoring evaporator and condenser coils can lead to a build-

up of dirt, mold and other contaminants that can spread
throughout the facility. Cleaning the coils provides a safer,
and more pleasant, work environment and reduces the
chances for the presence of harmful mold spores. In addition,
it can help stop the air conditioning unit from emitting a
musty, wet towel or “dirty sock” smell.

extend the life of the equipment and reduce the risk of more
expensive repairs or system replacement.
Visit Goodway’s website at
www.goodway.com to learn more about their solutions for
improving indoor air quality, or call 1-800-333-7467 for more
information.

The location of the units varies between facilities — outside,
on the rooftops or inside narrow ceilings — which mean it’s
important to find the right equipment to make the job easier
and more effective. Luckily, there are a variety of solutions to
help overcome these challenges.
Cooling Tower Cleaning
Poorly maintained cooling towers create an
ideal place for infectious bacteria, such as
Legionella, to flourish. Cooling towers should
be inspected for scale and slime on a monthly
basis. There should be thorough cleaning of
the tower basin surfaces and the tower fill to
remove any debris or contaminants.
Water in cooling towers should be treated
with a variety of descaling and disinfectant
solutions to manage the risk of legionella
and other bacterial growth. At least once a
year, take the time to drain the system and
perform a thorough cleaning and disinfection before turning it back on. Consider similar maintenance if the cooling tower system
has been offline for a long period of time.
Packaged Terminal Air Conditioner Cleaning
Packaged terminal air conditioners (PTACs)
can be easy to forget about when it comes
to maintenance and cleaning, but they have
needs similar to traditional HVAC systems.
The primary filters need to be kept clean and
changed on a regular basis. The frequency
can vary depending on the environment
where the PTAC is located, but they should
be inspected at least monthly. The coils
should be routinely cleaned.
While not directly related to HVAC systems, Goodway recommend the addition of
high-quality portable air filtration systems.
These systems are added as supplemental air
filtration technologies and not only add a
valuable, and powerful filtration technology,
they also offer peace of mind to employees
knowing that their facility is taking extra
precautions.
Improve IAQ and Reduce Costs
Not only will these proactive steps help
improve indoor air quality, but they also provide a lot of benefits to the overall efficiency
and cost of the HVAC system. It helps to
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Johnson Controls Files 200th U.S.
Patent Application, Receives 90th U.S.
Patent Approval for OpenBlue Energy
Optimization Innovations

The most recent grants, U.S. Pat. No. 11,061,424, awarded
July 13, 2021, and U.S. Pat. No. 11,036,249, awarded June 15,
2021, include innovations which allow for a building energy
optimizer to predict regional peak demand time periods.
Peak regional demand (associated with both high cost and
high emissions) predicted by the Johnson Controls system
can be used to optimize energy performance based on the
probability that any given period of time will be a peak contribution period.
“The innovations are being driven by our customers, who
have expressed an urgent need to reduce their carbon
footprint and make their buildings smarter, healthier and
more sustainable — especially as the world navigates climate
change,” said Karl Reichenberger, Johnson Controls vice president of Intellectual Property.
A recent Net Zero Pulse Survey among a large group of
building professionals shows acceleration of net zero goal
setting — more than 90 percent have significant goals to
reduce carbon emissions and energy consumption by 2030
and beyond.

“This type of intelligence allows for Johnson Controls to help
our customers solve large-scale problems that are unique to
the built environment in a way that can both curb carbon
emissions and their costs,” said Terrill Laughton, vice presi-
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More than 40 Johnson Controls customers have already purchased CUP, allowing them to reduce energy costs, increase
productivity, ensure equipment reliability and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
For example, at Children’s of Alabama, a pediatric medical
center in Birmingham, Johnson Controls designed and built
— and now operates and maintains — a new central utility
plant. Johnson Controls also developed an innovative plant
simulator that allowed the medical center to significantly
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CORK, Ireland — Johnson Controls recently announced that
it has surpassed a milestone by filing 200 U.S. utility patent applications for innovations surrounding its OpenBlue
Central Utility Plant offering and related energy optimizing
product offerings. Additionally, it received its 90th U.S. patent grant for innovations related to OpenBlue Central Utility
Plant product and energy optimization innovations. Central
Utility Plant is a key component of the newly announced
OpenBlue NetZero Buildings as a Service offering.
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cut capital expenditures. As a result, Children’s of Alabama
has reduced its natural gas use by 69 percent and is saving
$250,000 annually, with the potential to save $450,000 a year
over the life of a 25-year contract with Johnson Controls.
$3 Billion Investment in Engineering, R&D
Over the past five years, Johnson Controls has invested close
to $3 billion in engineering, research and development and
has increasingly been awarded patents by global patent
offices. These innovations reflect R&D investments in OpenBlue and other digital offerings, including air quality, energy
optimization and sustainability of services, systems and
equipment.
“Johnson Controls is on an important journey — transforming from an industrial company to a digital buildings technology company powered by software, connectivity, data
and artificial intelligence,” said Michael Ellis, executive vice
president and chief customer and digital officer, Johnson
Controls. “We are enabling our customers to achieve new
values in sustainability and energy enhancements through
building platforms, allowing customers to optimize their
building management systems.
Beyond the energy optimization portfolio noted above,
Johnson Controls is separately investing in additional intellectual property related to OpenBlue Digital Twin and
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OpenBlue is a full suite of integrated solutions that delivers impactful
sustainability, new healthy occupant experiences, and respectful safety and
security. Johnson Controls has now applied for its 200th OpenBlue patent,
and received approval for its 90th.

OpenBlue Clean Air.
Earlier this year, Johnson Controls was named a Clarivate Top
100 Global Innovator™ 2021 for the sixth straight year. The
10th edition of the annual report from Clarivate Plc, a global
leader in providing trusted information and insights to accelerate the pace of innovation, identifies companies at the
pinnacle of the global innovation landscape by measuring
their ideation culture that produces patents.
As a leader in the buildings space for more than 135 years,
Johnson Controls has been a pioneer in sustainability. It is
ranked in the top 12 percent of climate leadership companies globally by CDP and was recently named again to the
World’s Most Ethical Companies® Honoree List and one of
Corporate Knights’ Global 100 Most Sustainable Companies.
To learn more about OpenBlue and Johnson Controls’ other
innovations, go to
https://www.johnsoncontrols.com/openblue.
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Health Commissioner Calls Milwaukee’s
Lead Crisis Imperative
By Matt Martinez of Milwaukee Neighborhood News Service
MILWAUKEE (AP) — In a wide-ranging interview with NNS,
new Milwaukee Health Commissioner Kirsten Johnson said
that her top priority is tackling the city’s ongoing lead crisis,
which she called “the pandemic before the pandemic.”
Johnson, who joined the department in March, said that
although the COVID-19 pandemic remains a challenge, she
also wants to begin reversing policies that have worsened
health outcomes for the city’s Black and brown residents.
This includes the city’s lead abatement program that focuses
on removing lead from pipes, paint and soil in the city.
Johnson acknowledged the program has had its share of
challenges and currently faces new ones as well.
“I want to fix it,” Johnson said. “This change doesn’t happen
overnight, but I think there’s a real opportunity to do great
work and leverage the resources and relationships we have
to do that work.”
The city’s lead crisis gained attention in 2018, when Mayor
Tom Barrett’s office announced that thousands of families
hadn’t been notified about lead levels in their children’s
blood. Former Health Commissioner Bevan Baker resigned
amid the controversy, and the department issued a report
that outlined gaps in the program.
The findings spurred an effort by the city to remove lead
service lines in the city, which identified over 70,000 homes
with lead pipes. With an average of about 1,000 removals a
year, the city would need 70 years to replace the pipes at its
current rate, according to Milwaukee Water Works.
Lead poisoning can have damaging health effects on children, according to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. It can also create long-term cognitive challenges,
including irritability, fatigue and forgetfulness.

Johnson said the department has hired the Public Health
Foundation, which conducted an audit on the lead abatement program last year, to review anywhere from 20 percent to 50 percent of the cases in 2020 and 2021 to identify
problems. The Public Health Foundation is a nonprofit based
in Washington, D.C., that makes recommendations to public
health agencies.
Johnson said she wants the foundation to “literally map out
every process in that program and identify where the system
has failed families, frankly.”
She said that her department needs to improve the quality
and timeliness of how it reports on homes affected by lead.
Johnson also said that she wants to work with primary care
doctors to better screen children and pregnant women for
lead poisoning to avoid hospitalizations.
“We’re chronically underfunded in public health, but we
need to spend the money we have well,” Johnson said. The
lead service line replacement program has $5.5 million allocated in the city budget.
For her part, Dimitjrevic said she wants to see the city take a
more proactive approach. Specifically, she would like to use
American Rescue Plan funds to replace pipes. The American
Rescue Plan provides emergency financial relief to state
governments, local municipalities and residents battered by
the pandemic.
(Continued on pg. 35)

THE STANDARD IN CUSTOM
AND OEM REPLACEMENT COILS.

The health department recently acknowledged that it had
failed to reach out to a family in the Bay View neighborhood
whose child had elevated lead levels in their blood. Department leaders told the Common Council in an email that parts
of the lead program “have been mismanaged.”
Ald. Marina Dimitrijevic, chairwoman of the Public Safety
and Health Committee, is calling for a thorough review of
lead exposure cases.
“I believe that every case should receive the same magnifying glass,” Dimitrjevic said.
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making QIP 15-year property. This change made businesses
of all sizes, regardless of the amounts spent on equipment,
eligible to deduct the full cost of commercial ﬁre sprinkler
systems using bonus depreciation.
The time is now to upgrade your building's ﬁre safety with a
ﬁre sprinkler system or a sprinkler retroﬁt. Under the new
Section 179 guidelines, the one year deduction period
phases out after 2022. Any new sprinkler system or retroﬁt
completed between September 27, 2017 and December 31,
2022 will be able to be fully expensed in one year. After
2022, the allowed deduction percentage is as follows:
2021: 100%
2022: 100%

2023: 80%
2024: 60%

2025: 40%
2026: 20%

The Section 179 deduction is not phased out over time.
However, there is a phase out of the amount allowed as a
deduction based on a maximum spending amount of $2.59
million on equipment in a year. Businesses that spend over
that amount will see a dollar for dollar reduction of their
eligible deduction. So a business that spends $3.63 million
or more on equipment in a given year would not be allowed
any Section 179 Deduction.
WHAT HAS CHANGED?
Prior to the TCJA allowing Section 179 on qualiﬁed
improvement property, including sprinkler systems,
property of this type was only allowed a deduction on a
straight line basis over a period of 39 years. In other words,
a company spending $390,000 on a commercial sprinkler
system prior to the TCJA would only deduct $10,000 per
year for 39 years.

WHAT IS QIP?
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), passed in December,
2017, gave small businesses the ability to deduct the full
cost of Qualiﬁed Improvement Property (QIP) up to $1.04
million in the year of installation using Section 179.

While many believe that the intention of Congress was to
make Qualiﬁed Improvement Property 15-year property,
which would have made this property eligible for bonus
depreciation, the TCJA left the life of this property at 39
years. So, a taxpayer who did not elect to use the Section
179 Deduction or who has that deduction phased out would
have been left to depreciate the remaining balance of the
assets over a 39-year period.

QIP is deﬁned as improvements to the interior of an existing
building that is not residential property. Commercial ﬁre
sprinkler systems, including upgrades of existing systems or
retroﬁtting in existing structures, are considered QIP.

Neither of these deductions is currently available for ﬁre
sprinkler systems installed in residential high rises. The
National Fire Sprinkler Association (NFSA) continues to ﬁght
to obtain incentives for residential structures.

2027 and after: The depreciation schedule becomes
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“We need to take 10 steps back and ask ourselves what
we’re doing here,” Dimitrjevic said.
Dimitrijevic said she’s been “astounded by the straight-up
complacency” she’s seen on the lead issue. She said she hopes
that as a city, health officials can learn something from the
pandemic and consider ideas like mobile sites and door-todoor outreach for lead poisoning.
“You can’t ignore the reality that most of the children being
infected are Black and brown,” Dimitrjevic said.
Robert Miranda, an activist and leader with Get The Lead
Out and Freshwater for Life Action Coalition, is also tired of
waiting for change on this issue.
“I’m at a point where I think nobody’s going to do anything
until we see actual deaths occur,” Miranda said. “It appears
to me they’re OK with children being damaged because of
this.”
Miranda said he believes the focus needs to be on removing
lead pipes and teaching homeowners how to do so. While
prevention methods are fine, he wants to see the pipes replaced as fast as possible.
He said the current situation was a result of “indifference
and mess” in city government that is costing too much time.
“The level of frustration is definitely rising, there’s no doubt
about that,” Miranda said.
Johnson said the city must also combat a crisis in rental housing.
“Many of them are owned by out-of-state investors and that
creates a perpetual housing stock issue,” Johnson said. “The
rentals are expensive, and they have lead in them and there’s
a lack of engagement by landlords because it’s an investment
property for them. It’s not where their family is living.”
She said that other challenges include a lack of health
insurance, which creates a major barrier to getting people

the care they need. She also said that she is concerned about
infant mortality rates, as Black women in the city deal with
drastically higher rates when compared with other groups.
The department is also in need of a strategic plan after a
review from the state Department of Health Services that
began in 2019 identified areas for improvement, including
determining the role of the Board of Health and improving
the staffing and quality of its Community Health Assessments
and Community Health Improvement Program.
Johnson said that the audit by the Department of Health Services has made the need for transparency between the state
and city apparent, and she hopes to create that environment
in the health department as well.
“To be frank, it’s been hard because you only know what
people tell you,” Johnson said. “There’s a culture of not sharing information, and that’s been challenging.”
Dimitrjevic and Ald. Chantia Lewis, a fellow member of the
Public Safety and Health Committee, both voiced concerns
about turnover in the department in interviews with NNS.
Leadership has changed dramatically over the last year,
including the departure of former commissioner Dr. Jeanette
Kowalik and the dismissals of chief of staff Lilliann Paine
and deputy health commissioner Griselle Torres. Paine was
instrumental in getting racism declared as a public health
crisis in 2019.
Johnson, who served as health commissioner for Washington and Ozaukee counties before her current job, said she
wanted to bring in team members who shared her vision,
resulting in Paine and Torres being let go.
Johnson commended them for their work in addressing
health equity, a goal that Johnson said she shares.
“It was really about building my own team and knowing
where I wanted to take the department,” Johnson said.
Johnson hopes to have a strategic plan to share by spring
2022. In the meantime, she plans to host listening sessions
and to go into the community. She also wants to use social
media to get feedback from residents and members of her
department.
“For me as a white woman, it’s not my voice that needs to be
at the table,” Johnson said. “My role is to advocate for what
people in the neighborhood want. My role is to bring those
voices forward at the tables where I sit.”
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Carbon-Capture Pipelines Offer Climate
Aid; Activists Wary
By Stephen Groves | Associated Press

SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP) — Two companies seeking to build
thousands of miles of pipeline across the Midwest are promising the effort will aid rather than hinder the fight against
climate change, though some environmental groups remain
skeptical.
The pipelines would stretch from North Dakota to Illinois,
potentially transforming the Corn Belt into one of the
world’s largest corridors for a technology called carbon capture and storage.
Environmental activists and landowners have hindered other
proposed pipelines in the region that pump oil, carrying carbon that was buried in the earth to engines or plants where
it is burned and emitted. The new projects would essentially
do the opposite by capturing carbon dioxide at ethanol refineries and transporting it to sites where it could be buried
thousands of feet underground.
Both companies planning the pipelines appear eager to tout
their environmental benefits. Their websites feature clear
blue skies and images of green fields and describe how the
projects could have the same climatic impact as removing
millions of cars from the road every year.
However, some conservationists and landowners are already
wary of the pipelines’ environmental benefits and safety,
raising the chances of another pitched battle as the projects
seek construction permits.
“It seems like they are running a casino of risk and we are
going to pay for it,” said Carolyn Raffensperger, the director
of the Science and Environmental Health Network, expressing fears about a leak that could put North Dakota landowners like herself at risk. “We need to think this through very
carefully, and I do not see the players in place to do that.”
The pipelines could fall into a longstanding divide among
environmentalists. President Joe Biden and many Republicans are pushing a strategy for tackling climate change that
offers a financial boon to industries that use carbon capture
and storage to reduce their emissions. But others, such as
Greenpeace and Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders, argue the
focus should be completely on developing renewable energy
sources and that carbon capture just prolongs dependence
on fossil fuels.
Navigator CO2 Ventures, which is planning a pipeline that
will stretch over 1,200 miles through Iowa, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Minnesota and Illinois, says it is offering “carbon
capture solutions for a greener planet.” While Summit Carbon Solutions, whose pipeline will connect refineries in Iowa,
Minnesota, Nebraska and South Dakota to a sequestration
site in North Dakota, says it plans to build the world’s largest
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carbon capture and storage project. Both hope to start some
operations by 2024.
“There’s so much societal momentum that says this is something we want to do — should do, need to do — for the
public’s benefit,” said Matt Vining, the CEO of Navigator
CO2 Ventures. “My project and many others will get done
and should get done.”
Supporters say the pipelines are a much-needed win for
both agricultural businesses and the environment. The two
projects are expected to run into the billions of dollars,
spurring construction jobs. And they advance a technology
crucial to achieving a 2050 goal of net-zero carbon dioxide
emissions — in which every gram of emissions is accounted
for by providing a way to eventually suck it back out of the
atmosphere.
“All sides win. You significantly reduce carbon emissions, but
you can also maintain those industries that are the lifeblood
of different regions of the country,” said Brad Crabtree,

who oversees carbon management policy at the Great Plains
Institute, a Minnesota-based organization that works with
energy companies to develop environmental sustainability.
Crabtree, who also directs a group called Carbon Capture
Coalition, sees it as a way to bridge partisan divides as the
country addresses climate change. As evidence, he points to
one high-profile Republican backer — North Dakota Gov.
Doug Burgum — who is pushing a plan to make the state
carbon-neutral by 2030, “through innovation not regulation.”
The federal government set off the scurry of pipeline plans
by increasing, by 2026, tax credits to $50 for every metric ton
of carbon dioxide a company sequesters. California’s Low
Carbon Fuel Standard has sweetened the deal by requiring
that distributors in that state buy only ethanol with a low
carbon emissions impact; companies that produce such ethanol can get a higher price.
While the practice of storing carbon dioxide in rock formations has been around for almost 50 years, developing
technology that captures carbon emissions has proven to be
expensive and struggled to gain widespread use.
Ethanol refineries could represent the low-hanging fruit that
helps push the technology forward into widespread use.
Plants such as corn are natural sponges of carbon dioxide,
absorbing the gas and storing carbon as they grow through
the spring and summer. When those crops ferment into ethanol, which is eventually mixed with gasoline, it produces a
steady, easily captured stream of carbon dioxide.
“These early plants are relatively easy and that’s a good place
to start,” said Greg Nemet, a professor at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison who specializes in the development of

Project developers plan to build carbon capture pipelines connecting dozens
of Midwestern ethanol refineries, such as this one in Chancellor, South
Dakota, shown on Thursday, July 22, 2021. Corn absorbs the greenhouse
gas carbon dioxide, but the process of fermenting it into ethanol releases
carbon dioxide emissions. (AP Photo/Stephen Groves)

climate-friendly energy technology. “As that gets shown and
proven, you get some transportation networks, then it gets
easier to do the harder stuff later.”
Achieving that harder stuff — sucking carbon dioxide already
in the atmosphere or catching emissions at power plants —
will almost certainly be crucial to beating back global temperature increases. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change reached that conclusion in 2018 as it laid out a path
to halting temperature increases to 1.5 C (2.7 F).
Despite concerns from Raffensperger and others about potential leaks from the pipelines or storage sites, the Environmental Protection Agency has concluded that storing carbon
dioxide is safe as long as companies do it carefully. It is injected in a liquefied state into porous rock formations, where it
eventually dissolves or hardens into minerals.
Crabtree said there has not been a single human fatality
or serious injury in the United States from transporting or
storing captured carbon dioxide. He thinks that as long as
companies act responsibly, landowners will be convinced the
pipelines are safe and can benefit from them.
But Raffensperger still has a range of concerns, including
whether a technology that was developed by oil and coal
companies can be trusted to make a transformative difference in curbing greenhouse gas emissions. Raffensperger’s
organization joined over 500 other environmental organizations in an open letter to Biden denouncing carbon capture
and storage as a climate solution.
“We don’t need to fix fossil fuels; we need to ditch them,”
the group wrote in a Washington Post ad. “Instead of capturing carbon to pump it back underground, we should keep
fossil fuels in the ground in the first place.”
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STERLING BAY WEIGHS THE A
by Karl J. Paloucek

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has brought with it great degrees
of uncertainty for everyone. From the start, we were in
uncharted territory, and the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) raced to develop protocols that would
minimize the spread of this highly communicable contagion.
But the more that was learned about it, the more information we
received, the better the outlook became. This has been no less
true for chief engineers, and building and facility managers, who
have had to consider how best to manage their HVAC and other
systems to ensure the safety of the built environments for which
they are responsible.
For real estate development organization Sterling Bay, the
question of indoor air quality — one of the biggest concerns
for preventing the spread of COVID — was not a new concern,
as all of the Sterling Bay properties already had the MERV-13
filters (or better) recommended by ASHRAE. And the CDC’s
recommendation of maintaining an adequate level of outside air
was already being met by design, as the Chicago code requires
0.8 CFM per square foot, a third of that being outside air. What
Sterling Bay didn’t have, though, was the means to clearly illustrate this, in real time, to the tenants who rightfully were asking
what they were doing to guarantee the safest conditions for the
spaces in their buildings.
According to Patrick Biesty, Director of Engineering & Building
Systems at Sterling Bay, this is what brought them to RESET. RESET (“Regenerative Ecological, Social, and Economic Targets”)

is a data standard that, with an accompanying set of tools, uses
data and analytics to generate opportunities for improving optimization through continuous monitoring in real time, and cloud
software that aids in transparency and elevation of the sustainability data’s visibility. “We are undergoing RESET as we speak
at three of our buildings, one of those being 333, the other two
being Prudential Plaza and 600 Chicago,” Biesty says. Chief Engineers at each of the properties include Andrew Peterson (333
N. Green St.), Mike Talty (Prudential Plaza) and Bruce Cassidy
(600 W. Chicago). “All three buildings are pursuing the same
rating and have gone through an identical path to achieve it. We
are the first firm in the United States to commit to meeting the
RESET Standard across our portfolio.”
Unlike ASHRAE, LEED or other certifications that encompass a
range of sustainability aspects, RESET focuses solely on indoor
air quality (IAQ). The standard comprises three expectations:
First, the air quality has to meet minimum RESET standards.
Secondly, the RESET standard dictates that the data must be
shared with the tenants of the property being evaluated — in real
time, not a recent capture. And thirdly, the data have to be accessible, in real time, to those administering the RESET standard.
The air quality itself was not a major concern. According to Biesty and to 333 Green St. Chief Engineer Peterson, the air at all of
their properties was already being filtered to well within
(Continued on pg. 40)

E ADVANTAGES OF RESET

Sterling Bay’s Chicago properties undergoing review for RESET certification include this riverside property at 600 W. Chicago Ave. (Credit: Sterling Bay)
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Prudential Plaza is one of numerous Sterling Bay properties being reviewed
for RESET certification. (Credit: Sterling Bay)

(Continued from pg. 38)

the RESET standard. “The building was turned over to us in December of 2019, and we opened to tenants in February of 2020,”
Peterson says. “Before COVID, we had MERV-8 and MERV13. And by doing the calculations on the building, we realized
we can go to MERV-14 without any drop on the fans, so we
upgraded to MERV-14. We were at the high level of [the RESET
standard], and we just realized we could go up without having to
do anything further.”
Displaying the data in real time in such a way that tenants
have constant access was a bit of a trickier consideration “We
searched around for a long time to find the right platform, and
the platform that you use together and share that data is one that
has to be approved by RESET themselves,” Biesty recalls. The
solution that emerged was the sonrai IAQ™ by DLR Group, an
analytics platform that enables the display of live and historical
building data and relies on analytics to provide crucial information for systems optimization.
Biesty is enthusiastic about the dynamism the system offers
with both the data and the ability to access it. “I have the Sonrai
app on my phone,” Biesty says. “It’s pretty cool. We can give our
tenants access — they can go to the app store and download the
app, and through Sonrai IAQ by DLR Group, we can give them a
login where they can look at their building, or their space — we
can get that granular, which is really, really cool.”
At the heart of the display is a pair of numbers, reflecting the
quality of the air immediately outside — this number is sourced
from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) — and the air
quality inside the building once the outside air has been filtered.
As we examined the display, the outside air measured by the
EPA was at 49. The indoor air measured a 6.
“Forty-nine is actually still good,” Peterson offers, at the same
time pointing out an outdoor measurement of 36. “The 36 is
actually what we’re, at this time, monitoring at our dampers
upstairs. … We have that right in the mixing chamber. As soon
as it comes in, that’s the outdoor number, it goes through our
filtration … and then out, and we’re dropping it to a 6. So if a
tenant asks, ‘Hey, what kind of air are you delivering?’ we can
say we’re delivering air quality of 6.”
But the beauty of the sonrai IAQ system is that tenants really
don’t have to ask — the data is displayed on monitors throughout the building, and is also available at their fingertips via the
sonrai app. “I have the Sonrai app on my phone. It’s pretty cool,”
Biesty enthuses. “We can give our tenants access — they can go
to the app store and download the app, and through sonrai IAQ
by DLR Group, we can give them a login where they can look at
their building, or their space — we can get that granular, which
is really, really cool.”

The sonrai app is invaluable for Biesty, Peterson and all of the
other Sterling Bay chief engineers, as the interface is incredibly
user-friendly, making it virtually painless to keep tabs on each of
the eight properties for which Sterling Bay currently is seeking
RESET status, or for any of the properties in the Sterling Bay
portfolio.
At its core, though, Sterling Bay’s push for RESET certification is
part of a larger effort to move forward in new and more efficient directions, some of which are still around the corner, but
perhaps not so far off. “There’s a correlation between IAQ and
energy consumption,” Biesty says. “For a long time, back in the
day, nobody cared about energy consumption and brought in
huge amounts of outside air. Then we switched and went to the
other extreme, and that’s where LEED evolved. … We needed to
look at energy consumption — and they’re both important.”
With issues surrounding global warming, and the attendant
government push for net zero buildings and carbon neutrality,
as well as more immediate concerns like the link between IAQ
and productivity, Biesty is looking ahead at what the future of
managing IAQ will be like.
“The next level of data is damages — they’re going to be punitive toward the owner/operator if you’re not meeting certain
requirements,” he suggests. “I think, as an industry, we’re going
to be really incentivized to make sure that we can have that IAQ
level that we should have in response to the pandemic, but also
still try to follow the guidance of certifications like LEED, and
operate efficiently. I think that’s the next evolution. I don’t think
the penny has dropped there yet in the market with that, but
I think it will. Right now, we’re all worried about trying to get
people back.”
On the upside, Biesty says that RESET and the surrounding
technology is poised to take us into that future with a latitude of
control that only a short time ago might have been unthinkable.
“RESET is awesome,” he says. “It’s looking at information, it’s educating us on how we’re operating our buildings. The next step
is how we’re going to take that data and what we’re going to do
with it. … I think the next thing is to take that data and actually
connect it to your outside air dampers. Doing things like counting the people coming into the building, right? And looking at
how many people do we have on the 6th floor? And marry that
with how fresh the air is on the 6th floor. And then how much
energy, how much air do we need to consume, minimally, to
keep that environment where it should be? I think that’s where
we’re going.”
Top: Sterling Bay Director of Engineering & Building Systems Patrick Biesty
stands proudly by the custom tool table and workstation at 333 N. Green St.
Center: A real-time RESET air quality monitor installed in an air filtration room
at Sterling Bay’s 333 N Green office building in Fulton Market.
Bottom: Director of Engineering & Building Systems Patrick Biesty demonstrates how RESET Standard’s mobile app allows access to IAQ data on the entire
Sterling Bay portfolio of properties.
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THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGOLAND

Join the CEAC for the 81st Annual Golf Outing!

Friday, September 10th, 2021
∙ Tee time Format ∙Attend dinner and
claim your raffle prizes as you complete
your - round of golf ∙ Added sponsor
opportunities ∙ Multiple raffles

Tee Times from 6:30am - 2:00pm
*Tee times will be assigned the week prior to the outing

RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY!

For reservations and prize donations email
golf@chiefengineer.org.
For questions contact: Brendan at 773.457.6403 or call
Kevin at 312.296.5603, or call Alex at 773.879.6631.
SPONSORSHIPS OPTIONS
Sponsorships include: One dinner and two drink tickets • The ability to set up a display table to mingle with guests,
signage and promotion throughout the outing.

G OLF PRI CE S
Price includes cart, breakfast or lunch
ticket, dinner, and drink tickets.

Sierra Club Wants Review of N. Dakota
Power Plant Sale
By James MacPherson | Associated Press

BISMARCK, N.D. (AP) — An environmental group wary about
the sale of North Dakota’s largest coal-fired power plant by
a nonprofit Minnesota electric cooperative wants officials in
that state to review the deal, saying ratepayers are being left
in the dark.
Bismarck-based Rainbow Energy Center LLC recently said
that it has reached an agreement to acquire the Coal Creek
Station in west-central North Dakota from Maple Grove,
Minnesota-based Great River Energy. The acquisition also
includes the purchase of associated transmission lines that
run from central North Dakota to Minnesota by an affiliate
of Rainbow Energy.
Terms of the deal were not disclosed.
“This smells like a backroom deal that benefits the North Dakota coal lobby, not regular Minnesotans,” Margaret Levin,
director of the Minnesota chapter of the Sierra Club, said in
a statement. “It also sounds like Minnesota customers may
remain on the hook for paying for power from this economic
loser of a plant for years to come.”
Rainbow Energy said the deal still requires state approval of
permit transfers and the greenlight by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, which regulates utilities, power
generators and pipelines.
The Sierra Club, a San Francisco-based group that wants to
curb the use of fossil fuels, wants to extend the review to the
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission and the state attorney
general.
Minnesota officials did not immediately respond to questions
from The Associated Press.
Great River Energy announced last year that it would close
the power plant near Underwood and replace most of its
energy with new wind farms in Minnesota. The company said
at the time the facility would be shuttered in the second half
of 2022. The plant that has operated for more than 40 years
employs 260 workers.
Great River said the plant lost $170 million in energy sales in
2019. The company had offered to sell the sprawling plant
near Underwood for just one dollar.
Great River supplies electricity to 28 rural Minnesota cooperatives, serving about 1.7 million people. The 1,150-megawatt
plant will be replaced by a similar amount of wind energy by
the end of 2023, after a $1.2 billion investment, the company
said.
Great River spokeswoman Therese LaCanne told the AP that

the deal still requires approval from the cooperatives.
LaCanne said she expects the cooperatives will vote on the
sale “very soon.”
Rainbow Energy buys surplus power from utilities and resells
the electricity to other companies. As an energy marketer,
it did not own electric wires, power stations or other utility
infrastructure.
In announcing the deal, Great River said it intended to buy
power from the plant “as a reliable steppingstone in our
power supply transition.”
The deal also includes a transmission line that runs from the
plant more than 400 miles east to Minnesota. Great River has
said a $130 million upgrade finished in 2019 to the line was
one of the company’s most significant capital investments in
years.
Stacy Tschider, Rainbow Energy’s president, said the facility
already has underground carbon storage space on 45,000
acres (18,210 hectares) the site and the company would incorporate carbon capture technology within five years at the
plant, a move he called vital to the future of the facility.
Wayde Schafer, the organizer for the North Dakota chapter of the Sierra Club, said he’s skeptical the company can
cost-effectively capture and store emissions from the plant.
“Unless taxpayers and ratepayers kick in a boatload of money, this really can’t fly,” Schafer said.
North Dakota has seven coal-fueled electric power plants.
The state’s lignite mines in west-central North Dakota produce close to 30 million tons of fuel annually. North Dakota’s
vast lignite reserves are second only to Australia’s.
Plans to reduce or eliminate coal from energy portfolios,
along with mounting regulations to curb the climate change
effects of burning the fuel, increased renewable power and
cheap natural gas has hurt the state’s lignite industry in
recent years.
The Legislature this year passed a sheaf of pro-coal measures that include loans, grants and millions of dollars in tax
breaks.
The state’s coal industry is destined to the way of the buggy
whip, Schafer said.
“They are trying everything and anything and it shows how
desperate they are,” Schafer said. “But it’s futile. They are
just delaying the inevitable.”
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Grant Helps Lafarge Alpena Tackle
Michigan’s Scrap Tire Woes
By Julie Riddle | The Alpena News
ALPENA, Mich. (AP) — Michigan has a scrap tire problem, but
Alpena could contribute to the solution.
By mid-2023, Alpena could rid the state of one-fifth of the 10
million scrap tires Michiganders produce each year by allowing Lafarge Alpena to burn 2 million tires a year to heat kilns
used in the cement-making process, according to The Alpena
News.
The Legislature approved a $3 million grant through the
state’s Scrap Tire Regulatory Fund to cover half the cost of
the equipment needed to burn tires whole, according to
Kirstin Clemens, scrap tire coordinator for the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy.
Most companies burning tires as fuel require chipped tires,
but Lafarge’s kiln sizes allow the plant to burn whole tires,
eliminating processing costs. No one has to remove steel
belts within the tires before burning, as at other businesses,
because Lafarge can add the metal to cement to strengthen
the end product, Clemens said.
Lafarge already uses filtration equipment to meet state
and federal standards to protect against emission of nitrous
oxide, sulfur dioxide, and other chemicals of concern when
burning tires, according to Melissa Byrnes, the environmental engineer specialist for EGLE’s Air Quality Division who
reviewed Lafarge’s application for the project.
The project will reduce reliance on fossil fuels, reduce
Lafarge’s carbon footprint, and keep tires from sitting in
unsightly — and potentially harmful to the environment —
piles, according to Alpena Plant Manager Jeff Scott.
In Michigan, several power plants use chipped tires as fuel
— including Viking Energy in Lincoln, which used about 1
million tires in 2020.
In the meantime, Michigan drivers continue to create new
scrap tires, as state agencies try to keep up.
Motorists and companies recycled three of every four scrap
tires in the U.S. in 2019, according to a report issued in October by the U.S. Tire Manufacturers Association.
However, six years before, nearly all scrap tires were recycled.
The change reflects not a decrease in recycling, but an
increase in the number of scrap tires generated each year,
according to the report.
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More than 55 million scrap tires remain in stockpiles around
the country — mostly in Michigan and seven other states,
the report said — even after EGLE’s scrap tire program found
and cleaned up 35 million tires since 1991.
The program’s cleanup grants — including $9,000 given to
Alpena County this year to support tire collection events
— help keep those piles from growing. Supported by $1.50
Michigan vehicle title transfer fees, the fund also backed tire
collection events in Alcona and Presque Isle counties for at
least the last several years.
Residents dropped off 3,500 tires at a May 1 collection conducted by the Alpena Resource Recovery facility, according
to facility Manager Stan Mischley.
Tires collected at the event — free for residents for the first
10 tires — went to a processor in Flint that chips tires as fuel
or to replace sand, gravel, and stone in road, construction,
and other projects.
The Alpena Resource Recovery facility takes tires the rest of
the year, as well, but residents must pay to cover the cost to
recycle them. Dropoff costs $2 for a standard tire or $45 for
tractor tires that take up extra space in a truckload.
In addition to construction material, scrap tire processors
turn tires into mulch products such as landscaping borders
and boot trays, Clemens, of EGLE, said. Metal recovered from
tires finds new life as parts of vehicles and other products.
Tires that don’t reach processors, however, not only provide
a breeding ground for illness-carrying insects, but also pose a
health hazard if they burn — releasing toxic smoke, carrying

chemicals into the ground, and feeding a fire not easily extinguished by water or foam, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
A pile of tires burned during a fire at the Greenway transfer facility in Alpena in May. Greenway, an Alpena garbage
removal service, complied with state regulations and inspections did not identify any additional threat from the fire,
according to John Ozoga, assistant district supervisor for the
EGLE Materials Management Division, who inspected the
facility in recent years.
The tires burned intensely after the rest of the fire was under
control, however, and firefighters at the scene expressed
concern about putting the tire fire out.
A 1995 fire in Grand Traverse County kept a 30-foot pile of
scrap tires burning for several weeks, causing the closure of a
nearby school and the evacuation of residents.
That fire gave momentum to the state’s scrap tire collection
program, which targets stockpiles such as a pile of 3 million
tires once located north of Kalamazoo, Clemens said.

The remains of burned tires fill a container after a fire at a transfer station
in Alpena, Mich. Michigan has a scrap tire problem, but Alpena could contribute to the solution. By mid-2023, Alpena could rid the state of one-fifth
of the 10 million scrap tires Michiganders produce each year by allowing
Lafarge Alpena to burn 2 million tires a year to heat kilns used in the cement-making process. (Julie Riddle/The Alpena News via AP)

Callers to the scrap tire program sometimes report 20 tires in
need of cleanup, apologizing for the large number, Clemens
said.
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Project Promoted to Pipe River Water
Across North Dakota

By James MacPherson | Associated Press

BISMARCK, N.D. (AP) — With North Dakota in the midst of a
prolonged dry spell not seen in years, officials are promoting
a decades-long idea of piping Missouri River water across the
state to central and eastern North Dakota to combat future
drought conditions there, especially in Fargo.
A groundbreaking took place Aug. 3 near Carrington to
mark the start of pipeline construction for the Red River
Valley Water Supply Project, a more than $1 billion project
that still faces huge funding and legal hurdles before even a
drop of water from the river can be tapped for emergencies
during an extended drought.
The event, attended by Lt. Gov. Brent Sanford, Fargo Mayor
Tim Mahoney, Republican Senate Majority Leader Rich Wardner and others, was purely ceremonial, said Duane DeKrey,
a former lawmaker who now is the general manager for the
Garrison Diversion Conservancy District, which is heading the
project.
The ceremony comes as the state is facing drought conditions
not seen since the early 2000s.
The idea for the drought-mitigation project first surfaced in
about 1986, inspired by a devastating drought in the 1930s
that caused “zero flow” to the Red River at Fargo for five
months, DeKrey said.
Fargo relies primarily on the Red River for its water supply.
During the drought years of the ’30s, the river almost dried
up. Similar conditions today would cause extreme water
supply shortages and billions of dollars in economic damage
to the region, DeKrey said.
The project would draw water from the Missouri River south
of Washburn, where it would be sent 167 miles through a
72-inch-diameter buried steel pipe, at a rate of more than
74,000 gallons a minute. It would empty near Cooper-
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stown into the Sheyenne River, and ultimately spill into the
north-flowing Red River, said Kimberly Cook, a spokeswoman
for the project.
The price of the project is currently pegged at $1.22 billion,
DeKrey said.
The North Dakota Legislature this year appropriated $50
million toward the project and $30 million two years ago.
The money has allowed some work to be done at the intake
structure near Washburn, the discharge structure near Cooperstown, and a little more than a mile of pipeline placement south of Carrington, DeKrey said.
Still, the money appropriated by the Legislature is barely
keeping pace with the $20 million to $30 million of additional costs annually due to inflation, DeKrey said.
Backers are buoyed by a landmark $680 million infrastructure bonding bill passed this year that will use earnings from
North Dakota’s multibillion-dollar oil piggybank to pay off
the debt. The bipartisan bill that highlighted the session got
wide support and represents the most amount of money
borrowed in state history. Three-quarters of the money is
headed for flood-control projects in Fargo and Minot.
DeKrey said backers hope that once the flood-control projects are funded, the Legislature will target similar spending
at drought-mitigation projects.
“Flood control has been chosen over water supply projects,”
said DeKrey, who served in the Legislature for two decades.
“Once they feel flood projects are taken care of, the next
major step is water supply.”
Backers have set a goal of completing the project by the end
of the decade.

Drought conditions in North Dakota have led state officials to promote a
longtime idea of piping water from the Missouri River across the state to
central and eastern regions in the state to combat future drought conditions. (Photo: Wikimedia)

Along with funding, the project is hampered by an ongoing
fight over management of the Missouri River. North Dakota
wants to hold releases in the upstream reservoirs for drought
mitigation projects and to support fish reproduction and recreation. Downstream states want more water released from
the dams, mainly to support barge traffic.
DeKrey said he expects a lawsuit filed by the state of Missouri
over control of the Missouri River flows will be settled soon
in North Dakota’s favor.
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Ecolab Recognized as a Best Place to
Work for Disability Inclusion
ST. PAUL, Minn. (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Ecolab Inc., the
global leader in water, hygiene and infection prevention
solutions and services, has been recognized on the 2021
Disability Equality Index (DEI) as a Best Place to Work for
Disability Inclusion by the American Association of People
with Disabilities (AAPD), the nation’s largest disability rights
organization, and Disability:IN, the global business disability
inclusion network.
The DEI is a nationally recognized annual assessment for
businesses to gauge their level of workplace inclusion for
people with disabilities and a prominent benchmarking tool
to help companies build a roadmap of measurable, tangible
actions to achieve disability inclusion and equality.
“Our success and growth are dependent on our ability to
increase the diversity of our workforce and our partnerships,” said Ecolab President and CEO Christophe Beck. “This
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recognition underscores our commitment to achieving our
diversity, equity and inclusion goals.”
Supporting people with disabilities and caretakers who
support loved ones with disabilities is important to Ecolab. In
2020, the company launched the Disability Ability & Wellness
Network (DAWN), an employee resource group focused on
supporting associates with differing abilities and those in
caretaking roles. Ecolab also has committed resources to expand recruitment of people with disabilities and partnerships
with community and diversity outreach partners.
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PolyPhaser Expands Selection of InStock Fiber Solutions
IRVINE, Calif. — PolyPhaser, an Infinite Electronics brand and
an industry-leading provider of RF and data surge protection,
filtering and grounding solutions, has expanded its comprehensive line of fiber solutions to include even more in-stock
options available with same-day shipping.
PolyPhaser’s newly expanded line of fiber interconnects
provide a wide range of connectivity solutions and upgrade
options for fiber enclosures and panels. In addition to fiber
enclosures, this expanded line of outdoor fiber solutions
now includes single mode patch cables, as well as IP68-rated
connectors and couplers for outdoor deployments of fiber
optic cables.
The IP68 connectors are offered in both SC and MPO connector types, in single-mode and multimode options, and in a
variety of configurations. The IP68-rated couplers in this line
are also available for SC and MPO connector types and are
complementary to our line of outdoor fiber enclosures.
This portfolio also incorporates passive fiber products. These
fiber products include attenuators, terminators, test access
points and passive splitters that are crucial for the management and upkeep of a fiber network. These products address
FTTx, fiber distribution networks and the ever-growing highspeed voice, video and data applications.
“With this expansion of our fiber product family, we are able
to offer even more in-stock solutions to allow our customers
to turn-up or repair/replace a fiber connection quickly,” Paul
Hospodar, Product Manager.
For more information on PolyPhaser’s expanded line of fiber
solutions, visit polyphaser.com.

Hill Fire Protection is your
single-source provider for all
your fire protection needs.

CONSTRUCTION

SERVICE

Services

24/7

24/7 Emergency Service: 847.288.5100
11045 Gage Ave, Franklin Park, IL 60131
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Fire Sprinkler Installation
System Retrofits
Inspection & Service
Fire Pump Testing
Detection Systems
Fire Extinguishers
Fire Equipment
Hood Systems
hillgrp.com

PolyPhaser’s expanded line includes fiber interconnects, passive solutions
and outdoor solutions.

Google Gets Into Sleep Surveillance
With New Nest Hub Screen
By Michael Liedtke | AP Technology Writer

CONYERS, Ga. and IRVINE, Calif. /PRNewswire/ — Lexicon
Tech Solutions, a nationwide leader in maintenance and repair services for rugged mobile computers, barcode scanners,
and label printers, is pleased to announce the certification
of the company’s new LE45 rugged handheld computer by
StayLinked Corporation.
“StayLinked is a leader in modern terminal emulation solutions and is used by many of our customers,” said Josh King,
CEO of Lexicon Tech Solutions. “It was important to us not
only that the Lexicon LE45 mobile computer be compatible
with StayLinked software, but that we receive their official
seal of approval.”
The New LE45 Rugged Mobile Computer
Lexicon’s LE45 rugged mobile computer represents the company’s first foray into a manufactured device. In early 2021,
Lexicon introduced and soft-launched the device to limited users for testing. The wireless handheld is designed for

medium-to-heavy duty environments and is ideal for supply
chain applications from manufacturing and distribution to
warehousing and retail.
The LE45 features an Android 9 OS, Zebra SE4750 or SE4850
imager options, a 4.5-inch WVGA capacitive touch display,
and field installable pistol grip.
“The LE45 is the best value mobile computer available to the
market,” notes David Word, VP Operations for Lexicon. “Historically, Lexicon has focused on providing post-sale value to
our clients through innovative and maintenance solutions,
making our customer’s IT work better and longer. With the
LE45, however, we saw a gap in the market for a high-powered but not high-priced device to help companies
(Continued on pg. 52)

When variable speed is
what you need.
Our qualified team assembles, installs, and
repairs a wide variety of programmable
controllers and drives.
x Retrofitting Pumping Systems to Variable
Frequency Drives
x Extended warranties up to ten years
x Base Mounted or In-Line Pumps
x Sensor-less or with sensors
x Energy savings analysis

Call us today for a complimentary, intelligent
estimate for retrofitting your pumping system to VFD.

(630) 455-1034
novatronicsinc@bornquist.com | www.novatronicsinc.com
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simplify the migration to Android and minimize downtime
and training.”
King notes that having the StayLinked certification raises the
profile of the LE45. “StayLinked is so widely adopted across
the industries we work in, and so widely respected, that
having the certification could mean the difference between a
company deciding to give us a look or not.”
U.S.-Based Support
Located in Georgia, Lexicon is proud to offer U.S.-based
support. The company’s premium support services include
industry certifications for advanced repair capabilities, security updates, development tools, asset tracking, warranty
management, routing, actionable analytics, and AlwaysWorking™ maintenance support services.
Specifically, the company’s AlwaysWorking™ maintenance
plans for the LE45 provides premium OEM support. “We’ve
worked with OEMs and VARS for almost 25 years, so we
understand the specific needs and make sure we check all the
boxes,” notes Word.
One-year comprehensive maintenance coverage is included
with the initial purchase, with options for three-year or fiveyear comprehensive coverage and a guaranteed three-day
turnaround time.
“We are excited to announce support for the Lexicon LE45,”
said Dan Hogan, President of StayLinked. “With their vast
experience in servicing, supporting, and repairing devices,
Lexicon has undoubtedly gained valuable insights into what
works and what doesn’t work in ruggedized mobile computing. We’re proud to help extend the capabilities of the LE45
by providing the most advanced terminal emulation solution
available.”
For pricing information or to learn more about the LE45,
contact Mitch Rogers at (678) 750-0306 or
mrogers@lexicontech.com.

INSULATION CONTRACTOR

FALLS MECHANICAL
INSULATION, INC.
SPECIALIZING IN INSULATION OF PLUMBING,
HEATING, AND COOLING SYSTEMS
50 YEARS OF QUALITY SERVICE
WITH LOCAL 17 HEAT & FROST INSULATORS
7703 W. 99th Street • Hickory Hills, IL 60457
708.599.4700 • Fax 708.599.4769
Email: fallinsulation@sbcglobal.net
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StayLinked SmartTE for Android on the Lexicon Tech Solutions LE45

Does Dark Mode Really Save Your
Phone’s Battery Life?
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — When Android and Apple operating system updates started giving users the option to
put their smartphones in dark mode, the feature showed
potential for saving the battery life of newer phones with
screens that allow darker-colored pixels to use less power
than lighter-colored pixels.
But dark mode is unlikely to make a big difference to battery
life with the way that most people use their phones on a
daily basis, says a new study by Purdue University researchers.

Based on their findings using these tools they built, the researchers clarify the facts about the effects of dark mode on
battery life and recommend ways that users can already take
better advantage of the feature’s power savings.
The study looked at six of the most-downloaded apps on
Google Play: Google Maps, Google News, Google Phone,
Google Calendar, YouTube and Calculator. The researchers
analyzed how dark mode affects 60 seconds of activity within
each of these apps on the Pixel 2, Moto Z3, Pixel 4 and Pixel
5.

That doesn’t mean that dark mode can’t be helpful, though.
“When the industry rushed to adopt dark mode, it didn’t
have the tools yet to accurately measure power draw by the
pixels,” said Charlie Hu, Purdue’s Michael and Katherine Birck
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering. “But now
we’re able to give developers the tools they need to give
users more energy-efficient apps.”

Even though Hu’s team studied only Android apps and
phones, their findings might have similar implications for
Apple phones, starting with the iPhone X. The team recently
presented this work at MobiSys 2021, a conference by the
Association for Computing Machinery.
Fact: Dark mode only makes a noticeable difference to battery life in certain scenarios
Smartphones that came out after 2017 likely have an OLED
(organic light-emitting diode) screen. Because this type of
screen doesn’t have a backlight like the LCD (liquid crystal
display) screens of older phones, the screen will draw less
power when displaying dark-colored pixels. OLED displays
also allow phone screens to be ultrathin, flexible and foldable.
But the brightness of OLED screens largely determines how
much dark mode saves battery life, said Hu, who has been
researching ways to improve the energy efficiency of smartphones since they first hit the market over a decade ago.
The software tools that Hu and his team have developed are
based on new patent-pending power modeling technology
they invented to more accurately estimate the power draw
of OLED phone displays.
Many people use their phone’s default auto-brightness setting, which tends to keep brightness levels around 30%-40%
most of the time when indoors. At 30%-50% brightness,
Purdue researchers found that switching from light mode to
dark mode saves only 3%-9% power on average for several
different OLED smartphones.
This percentage is so small that most users wouldn’t notice
the slightly longer battery life. But the higher the brightness
when switching from light mode to dark mode, the higher
the energy savings.
(Continued on pg. 54)
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A new study reveals that dark mode doesn’t necessarily save much battery life. But there are a few ways that users can take better advantage of the feature, Purdue University researchers say. (Purdue University photo/John Underwood)
(Continued from pg. 53)

Scenario 1: Switching from light mode to dark mode on a
sunny day
Let’s say that you’re using your OLED phone in light mode
while sitting outside watching a baseball game on a bright
and sunny day. If your phone is set to automatically adjust
brightness levels, then the screen has probably become really
bright, which drains battery life.

The Purdue study found that switching from light mode to
dark mode at 100% brightness saves an average of 39%-47%
battery power. So turning on dark mode while your phone’s
screen is that bright could allow your phone to last a lot
longer than if you had stayed in light mode.
Other tests done by the industry haven’t analyzed as many
apps or phones as Hu’s team did to determine the effects of
dark mode on battery life – and they were using less accurate
methods.
“Tests done in the past to compare the effects of light mode
with dark mode on battery life have treated the phone as a
black box, lumping in OLED display with the phone’s other
gazillion components. Our tool can accurately isolate the
portion of battery drain by the OLED display,” said Pranab
Dash, a Purdue Ph.D. student who worked with Hu on the
study.
Scenario 2: Using dark mode to go easier on your eyes without draining your phone’s battery faster
Typically, increasing your phone’s brightness drains its battery
faster – no matter if you are in light mode or dark mode. But
since conducting this study, Dash has collected data indicating that lower brightness levels in light mode result in the
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same power draw as higher brightness levels in dark mode.
Using the Google News app in light mode at 20% brightness
on the Pixel 5, for example, draws the same amount of power as when the phone is at 50% brightness in dark mode.
So if looking at your phone in dark mode is easier on your
eyes, but you need the higher brightness to see better, you
don’t have to worry about this brightness level taking more
of a toll on your phone’s battery life.
Coming soon: Apps designed with dark mode energy savings in mind
Hu and his team built a tool that app developers can use to
determine the energy savings of a certain activity in dark
mode as they design an app. The tool, called a Per-Frame
OLED Power Profiler (PFOP), is based on the more accurate
OLED power model that the team developed. The Purdue Research Foundation Office of Technology Commercialization
has applied for a patent on this power modeling technology.
Both PFOP and the power modeling technology are available
for licensing.
Fact: Your phone doesn’t accurately measure battery usage
by the app – yet
Both Android and Apple phones come with a way to look at

how much battery power each individual app is consuming.
You can access this feature in the settings of Android and
Apple phones.
The feature can give you a rough idea of the most power-hungry apps, but Hu and Dash found that Android’s
current “Battery” feature is oblivious to content on a screen,
meaning it doesn’t consider the impact of dark mode on
power consumption.
Coming soon: More accurate estimates of your apps’ battery
usage
Hu’s team has developed a more accurate way to calculate
battery consumption by the app for Android, and actually
used the tool to make the study’s findings about how much
power dark mode saves at certain brightness levels. Unlike
Android’s current feature, this new tool takes into account
the effects of dark mode on battery life.
The tool, called Android Battery+, is expected to become
available to platform vendors and app developers in the
coming year.
For more information on the researchers’ technology available for licensing, please contact Matthew Halladay at
mrhalladay@prf.org and include the track code 2021-HU69505.
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Brass Knuckle® SmartShell™ Is the Safety
Glove That Does It All
CLEVELAND — Some jobs need a glove that covers it all:
impact protection, cut protection, excellent grip in wet conditions, and high visibility. And it must do all of this without
sacrificing comfort, because an uncomfortable glove is an
unworn glove, and that is the ruin of compliance and safety
programs. Brass Knuckle® SmartShell™ is the next-generation, cross-functional glove that does it all. It’s loaded
with features that are engineered to provide protection on
multiple fronts, all while excellent flexibility and top-rated
ergonomic design make it one of the most wearable gloves
in its class.
The winning formula for SmartShell BKCR4499 gloves starts
with a machine knit, ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) with ANSI cut level A5 protection on the
palms. Its strength-to-weight ratio is 8 to 15 times higher
than steel. Next, thermoplastic rubber (TPR) padding is
sonically welded to the back of the glove for protection
from contusions, smash injuries, object strikes, pinch-point
injuries to the tips of each finger, and other impact hazards.
The gritty black nitrile palm coating offers excellent wet grip
and the bright lime green shell color meets the requirements
of American National Standard (ANSI/ISEA 107-2010) for
high-visibility safety apparel.

Brass Knuckle’s SmartShell offers impact resistance, ANSI A5 cut protection,
and ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 high visibility — all without sacrificing comfort.

SmartShell naturally shapes to the contours of the hand
and flex points, helping to ensure maximum comfort and
increased compliance. For extra durability, SmartShell is
double-stitched in high-wear areas including fingertips, index
finger, and palm.

Providing optimal
solutions and strategic
planning for:

“When designing SmartShell, our goal was to create the
ultimate combination of safety and comfort in a protective
glove,” said Jeff Cullman, vice president of sales for Brass
Knuckle Protection. “We partnered with our valued distributors to collect a list of ‘must haves’ and set out to engineer
a glove that brings together the right measures of impact
protection, cut protection, and ergonomics. It really is a
next-generation type of glove. Once people try it, they’re immediately impressed by how well all of its features perform
in real world environments.”
SmartShell was engineered to excel in a variety of industries
where impact protection, cut protection, and a perfect fit are
all priorities. It is ideal for assembly, agriculture, construction,
forestry and logging, heavy equipment, machine operation,
manufacturing, oil and gas and other petrol-based refining,
mining, rigging, and other heavy-duty work environments.

All corrosion, paint, coating and
material selection processes
Owner-centric project management
and oversight

Call to ﬁnd out more.
847.423.2167
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www.chicagocorrosiongroup.com

Custom Electrical Terminals Designed &
Manufactured to Specification
Custom-engineered electrical terminals and connectors of all
types that can be produced to match specific OEM design,
manufacturing and packaging requirements have been introduced by ETCO Incorporated of Bradenton, Fla.
ETCO Custom Electrical Terminals can be designed and manufactured to meet precise specifications with regard to form,
function, materials, packaging and OEM production requirements. Offering rapid prototyping using 3D solid modeling
analysis, part sizes can range from 0.004” to 0.090” thick
with ±0.0005” tolerances, depending upon the material and
configuration.
Produced from materials such as brass, tinned brass, nickel
plated steel, copper plated steel, phosphor-bronze and many
more including clad and inlaid alloys, ETCO Custom Electrical Terminals are available in prototype through production
quantities. ETCO can provide services that include design,
material selection, packaging, and special application equipment.
ETCO Custom Electrical Terminals are priced according to
configuration, material, and quantity. Price quotations are
available upon request.
For more information contact ETCO Incorporated, Sean Dunn,
VP Marketing, at (800) 689-3826, by emailing sdunn@etco.
com, or by visiting www.etco.com.

Custom-engineered electrical terminals and connectors are available from
ETCO Incorporated.
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Litetronics Introduces New LED
Stairwell Fixture for Commercial and
Industrial Settings
BEDFORD PARK, IL — Litetronics proudly announces the
availability of its new LED Stairwell Fixture, a modern and
high-efficiency linear lighting solution specifically designed
for limited-use areas such as stairwells. Equipped with a
microwave occupancy sensor and daylight sensor, the fixture
reduces energy use by automatically adjusting its output
based on occupancy and available light in the space.
Ideal for stairways, corridors, storage areas, display spaces,
and other areas of a facility that experience infrequent or
limited use, the versatile Stairwell Fixture features adjustable
color temperature (3500K, 4000K, and 5000K options) as well
as adjustable wattage (with output ranging from 3,900 to
6,500 lumens), allowing installers to fine-tune the fixture in
the field to best meet the needs of the application. Users are
further in the driver’s seat thanks to the convenient remote
ability to adjust sensor settings such as brightness, sensitivity, hold time, and more from the ground level. The fixture’s
lightweight, two-piece design makes installation quick and
easy, reducing overall project time and labor costs, and the
fixture can be surface- or suspension-mounted for added
flexibility. At the same time, the fixture’s high efficacy of 130
lumens per watt and ‘DLC Premium’ rating ensure its eligibility for utility rebate incentives nationwide.
The durable Stairwell Fixture’s shatterproof polycarbonate
frosted lens and ETL ‘damp location’ rating support its use in
some of the market’s harshest and most demanding applications, while its 100,000-hour rated life and 10-year warranty
will ensure peace of mind for end users and channel members alike.
“Stairwells and other infrequently-used spaces represent
outstanding opportunities for LED solutions incorporating
occupancy-sensing technology,” confirmed Litetronics CEO
Robert Sorensen. “Litetronics’ new Stairwell Fixture — a
reliable and high-performing option uniquely designed for
these specific settings — will help enhance safety and security
for occupants while delivering the utmost in energy savings
to building operators.”
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Litetronics’ LED Stairwell Fixture is ideal for limited-use areas, featuring
adjustable color temperature and wattage, allowing it to be fine-tuned for
optimum use.

New: ODU AMC® High-Density Flash
Drive With 12 Positions
MÜHLDORF, Germany (PresseBox) — ODU has designed a
12-position flash drive. This flash drive enables the user to
back up and secure data in harsh environment. The portable
data storage device is ideal for securely up- and downloading
data to defense systems or other devices that operate independently of a static infrastructure in harsh environment.
The data is protected from external access via standard devices by the special ODU interface.
Possible applications for the flash drive:

•
•
•

Mounted and dismounted PCs, handhelds and mobile
devices
Unmanned systems such as UAV, USV, UGV, UUV
Embedded systems & computers in harsh environment e.g.
Military, Agriculture-, Waste-, Forestry-, Mining-, Heavy
Construction machinery and devices

ODU’s new 12-position flash drive enables users to back up and secure data
in harsh environments.

Technical specification:

• USB 3.2 Gen1x1
• Ultra-rugged design
• Robust mechanical and optical coding
• Protection class IP68 / 69K in mated condition
• Temperature range -40°C to 85°C
• PSLC (Pseudo Single Level Cell) technology
• Long durability & a high degree of reliability
• More write and read cycles than common MLC flash drives
• Reduced susceptibility to data errors
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Rosenberg Impellers Put More Cooling
Power and Efficiency in Compact
Package
Rosenberg’s new 500-mm backward curved impellers with
size 6 Gen 3+ EC motors deliver more cooling power. The
Rosenberg GKHM 500-CIB.160.6NA IE GEN 3+ (Part Number
N88-50322) features a 7.3 kW motor that produces 8011 CFM
@ 4 inWG at 460 Volt or 6004 CFM @ 4 inWG at 230 Volt.
While previous EC motor generations were designed for
either 200-230-VAC or 380-480-VAC input, our new motor
automatically adjusts to the actual input power across the
entire range, allowing reduced inventory cost and easier
design-in. The 3-phase, 50-60 Hz motors are rated IP54 and
UL-R motor class F. They are 30 percent more powerful than
the previous “Generation 2” motors of the same size. The
operating temperature range is -25°C to +40°C at full speed.

•

•
•

Unmatched ModBus RTU functionality. The motor monitors
its current power consumption, and records total energy
consumption, load profile, and fan operating temperature
over time. This simplifies performance optimization and
preventive maintenance.
Electronic Quick-Change Technology (EQC). The motor’s
electronic head can be replaced within minutes without
touching other parts of the fan.
IT-network (Earthing system) support for increased system
fault tolerance, especially for hospitals and data centers.

The new fans also feature Rosenberg’s high-efficiency aluminum B-wheel impeller. The B-wheel features a seven-blade
design (instead of the standard eight) with a unique wheel
geometry that provides for impeller efficiencies up to 78
percent while reducing noise by up to three dBA.
Rosenberg #N88-50322 fans are in stock now, available for
immediate shipment. Visit
https://www.rosenbergusa.com/rosenberg/view/121340 to see
the whole lineup.
Other standard features include:

•
•

280 to 680-VDC Power Supply. Motor automatically adjusts
from AC to DC-input voltage when required in data centers or in back-up battery applications.
Integrated inspection LED which displays the motors’ condition and Modbus operation status.

Rosenberg’s new 500-mm backward curved impellers deliver efficiency and
cooling power in a small package.
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Versaperm: Building Airtightness and
Vapour Permeability
Versaperm has introduced a multipurpose system which can
measure both the airtightness and/or the vapour permeability of the building materials, structures, barrier layers or coatings that are used in roofs, walls, floors, etc. Although both
measurements relate to permeability, they are very different
and must comply with separate building regulations and
guidelines.
The system can also measure CO2 flow. This needs to be
controlled through most parts of a building, but particularly
through floors, cellulose-insulated wall structures without
vapour barriers and concrete buildings, to check the moisture
and CO2 balance of air in bedrooms or overcrowded spaces
and, additionally as a guard against soil capping.
These measurements regulate a building’s environment
which, in turn, relates to the health of the building and the
people inside it (asthma, mites, damp, rot, etc.). The new
equipment gives precise measurements at lower costs than
conventional testing and can be brought as a standalone

Versaperm’s new multipurpose system measures airtightness
and vapor permeability, as well as CO2 flow, enabling users
to monitor the overall health of a building’s environment.
system or accessed via a Versaperm-based laboratory testing
service.
Moreover, these critical measurements can be made under a
wide range of climatic and environmental conditions — such
as varying temperature and humidity. The system can even
simulate diurnal and seasonal cycles under various climate
and warming scenarios.
Understanding the ways materials respond is needed both
for compliance with legislation, for lowering heating and
cooling costs, and reduced mould growth or rot.
Results from the Versaperm’s new system are typically accurate in the parts per million range and it can optionally measure vapour permeability not just for air and water vapour
and CO2 but for oxygen, automotive fumes, other hydrocarbons, and virtually any other non-proscribed gas or vapour.

Preservation Services, Inc. is one of Chicago’s most unique and capable
commercial roofing contracting companies, providing complete solutions since
1992. We are members in good standing with Local 11 United Union of Roofers,
Waterproofers, and Allied Workers.

815-407-1950
preservationservices.com
Preservation Services, Inc.

Preservation Services, Inc.

psiroofing_inc
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NADCA to Host In-Person Fall
Technical Conference
Sept. 16-18, 2021
Hilton Charlotte University Place
Charlotte, N.C.

available. To register or learn more about the event, including a detailed program agenda, visit https://nadca.com/falltech/2021.

MT. LAUREL, N.J. — The National Air Duct Cleaners Association (NADCA) — also known as the HVAC Inspection, Cleaning, and Restoration Association — has announced that its
highly anticipated Fall Technical Conference will take place
Sept. 16-18 at the Hilton Charlotte University Place in Charlotte, North Carolina.

WEFTEC 2021: 94th Annual Technical Exhibition &
Conference
Oct. 16-20
McCormick Place
Chicago, IL

NADCA’s Fall Technical Conference is an annual event that
is extremely popular with air duct cleaning technicians
throughout every stage of their careers. It features handson training in every aspect of HVAC system cleaning. Plus,
technicians seeking Air Systems Cleaning Specialist (ASCS) or
Certified Ventilation Inspector (CVI) certifications will have
the opportunity to participate in the pre-conference training
course on Thursday, Sept. 16, and exams for both certifications will be offered on Saturday, Sept. 18.
The event will offer a robust educational program, with
industry-expert-led sessions featuring topics like tackling
exposed and exterior ductwork, upselling to grow sales,
reading blueprints, commercial estimating, the impact of filtration in HVAC systems, indoor air quality, and more. Technicians also have access to advanced training tracks about
cleaning variable air volume (VAV) boxes, fan coils, and the
hidden hazards of duct cleaning, as well as highly technical
tracks with hands-on training stations.
The conference also provides attendees with the opportunity
to gain continuing education credits necessary for certification renewals.
“We’re so excited to return to an in-person format for our
Fall Technical Conference,” Jodi Araujo, CEM, NADCA's Chief
Executive Officer, said. “Like so many other organizations,
the unknowns and safety concerns of the COVID-19 pandemic forced us to move to a virtual format for our 2020 event.
We really had no sense for the appetite of our members to
attend a virtual conference, but clearly the desire was there,
as we saw almost 200 attendees at the event.
“Despite a highly successful virtual event in 2020, our Fall
Technical Conference is always a not-to-be-missed in-person
event for air duct cleaning technicians, providing extremely
valuable hands-on training and education, as well as the
opportunity to take the coursework and exams for our ASCS
and CVI certifications,” Araujo continued.
NADCA’s 2021 Fall Technical Conference is scheduled for
Sept. 16-18. Due to continuing COVID-19 restrictions,
registration is limited, and onsite registration will not be
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No matter the obstacles, through changes and challenges,
water professionals keep going, learning, and doing what’s
necessary to provide safe, clean water. That’s the strength of
the water community, and it’s time to come together again
to celebrate it. WEFTEC, the Water Environment Federation's
Technical Exhibition and Conference, is the largest annual
water quality event in the world, offering water quality
professionals the chance to explore, learn, network, grow
professionally, and strengthen their connection to the water
community.
Recognized as the largest annual water quality exhibition in
the world, the expansive show floor provides unparalleled
access to the most cutting-edge technologies in the field,
serves as a forum for domestic and international business opportunities, and promotes invaluable peer-to-peer networking among registrants.
What Makes WEFTEC a Leading Source in Water Quality?
A wide range of topics and focus areas allows registrants to
design their own, unique learning experience while earning
up to 16.5 Professional Development Hours (PDHs) for continuing education units and eight general Contacts Hours per
day visiting the Exhibition. A world-class technical program
of technical sessions and workshops that addresses a diverse
and comprehensive list of contemporary water and wastewater issues and solutions includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collection Systems and Distribution
Disinfection and Public Health
Facility Operations and Maintenance
Future Issues
Industrial Issues and Treatment Technologies
Municipal Wastewater Treatment Process and Design
Research and Innovation
Residuals and Biosolids Management/Energy
Stormwater Management
Utility Management and Leadership
Water Reclamation and Reuse
Watershed Resources Management and Sustainability

For more information or to register for WEFTEC 2021, visit
weftec.org

STATUS INDICATORS
Lights up to indicate the system status and will
continue to light even if the alarm is silenced.

AUDIBLE ALARM
Sounds the alarm to issues
such as the presence of oil in
the pit and high water levels.

OIL SENSING PROBES

FLOAT SWITCH

If probes lose contact with water (submerged in
oil), the system turns off the pump to ensure no
oil gets pumped out, and an audible alarm will
sound to notify the presence of oil in the pit.

As the water level rises and
falls, the float switch will
trigger the run of the pump.

Intelligent Oil Detection
The IntelliOil, an intelligent oil-sensing control system, is designed to help protect
the environment and equipment from the dispersion of oil and hydrocarbons
in elevator pit applications. Our complete system solutions for elevator pits and
vaults include packaged pump systems. We can customize a complete package
that is tailor-made to meet the unique specifications of each project.

815-886-9200 • metropolitanind.com
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Ashrae Update

ASHRAE Introduces 2021-22 President,
Officers and Directors
ATLANTA — ASHRAE is pleased to introduce its 2021-22 Society president, executive committee officers and directors.
ASHRAE’s 2021-22 president is Mick Schwedler, P.E., Fellow
ASHRAE, LEED AP. During his inaugural presidential address,
Schwedler announced the new Society theme will be “Personal Growth. Global Impact. Feed the Roots.” The theme
explores ASHRAE’s expansive root system from the Society’s
founding, through its extraordinary global growth and
impact to the built environment. Three sets of roots were
established to help members grow — member-to-member
connections, grassroots chapters and regions, and technology.
“This Society Year, we will examine how ASHRAE cultivates
its deep, widespread, and strong roots to collectively provide
global benefits today as well as for future generations,” said
Schwedler. “Most importantly, we ask for your active participation in helping someone else grow.”
Schwedler is an Applications Engineer at Trane in La Crosse,
Wisconsin.
Elected officers who will serve one-year terms are as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•

President-Elect: Farooq Mehboob, P.E., Fellow Life Member
ASHRAE, Principal Consultant, S. Mehboob & Company
Consulting Engineers, Karachi, Pakistan.
Treasurer: Ginger Scoggins, P.E., Fellow ASHRAE, Principal,
Engineered Designs Inc., Cary, North Carolina.
Vice President: Don Brandt, CEM, Life Member ASHRAE,
Instructor, Phoenix, Arizona
Vice President: Dunstan Macauley III, Member ASHRAE,
Director of Mechanical Engineering, Setty & Associates,
Rockdale, Maryland.
Vice President: Sarah Maston P.E., BCxP, Member ASHRAE,
President, Green Footprints Commissioning, Inc., Hudson,
Massachusetts.
Vice President: Tim McGinn, P.Eng., HBDP, Member
ASHRAE, Principal, McGinn Technical Services, Calgary,
Alberta, Canada.

ASHRAE introduced its newest Directors and Regional Chairs
who will serve three-year terms from 2021–24:

•
•
•
•

Region I Director and Regional Chair: Steven Sill, Plant
Superintendent, New York State Department OPWDD,
Sterling, New York
Region II Director and Regional Chair: Ronald Gagnon,
President, Concept-R, Sorel-Tracy Quebec City, Canada.
Region III Director and Regional Chair: Mark Tome, P.E.,
Development Engineer, Sitelogiq, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Region XI Director and Regional Chair: N. Eileen Jensen,
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•

P.E., Mechanical Engineer, Bonneville Power Administration, Vancouver, Washington.
Region-at-Large Director and Regional Chair: Richie Mittal,
Managing Director, Overdrive Engineering Pvt. Ltd., New
Delhi, India.

ASHRAE also introduced its newest Directors-at-Large (DALs):

•
•
•
•

Dru Crawley, Fellow/Director, Building Performance Research, Bentley Systems Inc., Washington, D.C.
Art Giesler, Director of Technical Sales, PermAlert ESP,
Colleyville, Texas.
Kishor Khankari, Ph.D., President, AnSight LLC., Ann Arbor,
Michigan
Heather Platt Gulledge, P.E., Senior Project Manager,
Dewberry, Summerfield, North Carolina. (Alternate Director-at-Large)

Registration Open for Hybrid 2021
ASHRAE Building Performance Analysis
Conference
ATLANTA — Registration is now open for 2021 ASHRAE
Building Performance Analysis Conference in Denver, CO,
Nov. 10-12.
This will be ASHRAE’s first hybrid conference, where virtual attendees will have access to live sessions, participate in
speaker Q&A as well as interact with both virtual and in-person conference attendees. The theme of the conference,
“Design and Operation for Resilient and Healthy Buildings,”
focuses on the practices of energy modeling and building
performance simulation using existing simulation tools,
software development, and future simulation research and
applications.
“The past year has brought forward new challenges for
the design and operation of new and existing buildings, in
particular challenges related to the health and well-being of

928 N Oaklawn Avenue | Elmhurst, IL 60126
Website: www.chicagosteam.net
Office: 708-448-6459
Email: info@chicagosteam.net

Is your condensate leaking all over your
boiler room floor?

occupants,” said John Bynum, conference chair. “This conference will provide an opportunity for building professionals
across disciplines to share and learn about these topics and
many others as we continue to work towards a better built
environment.”
Conference attendees will learn from more than 60 presentations by leading industry practitioners and academic
researchers on topic such as machine learning, exascale computing, data visualization and zero-carbon initiatives along
with advanced techniques, innovative workflows, and future
trends in building performance modeling.
The conference will also feature the 7th annual ASHRAE
LowDown Showdown modeling competition. Ten teams with
members from across the globe have signed on to compete
in this year's competition. Teams comprise building analysts,
designers, architects, engineers and other participants, and
will be responsible for creating the architectural design and
a performance analysis model based on model building
data. The teams may use any software or a combination of
software to complete their projects. The 2021 competition
will ask teams to expand their comfort zone and take on the
challenges of a tropical climate with particular challenges for
resiliency and “near net zero” design.
Early bird registration cost to attend the conference in-person is $675 for ASHRAE members ($725 for non-members)
through Aug. 29. Virtual registration cost is $225. For additional pricing and details on the 2021 Building Performance
Analysis Conference and the LowDown Showdown, please
visit ashrae.org/BuildPerform2021 and
ashrae.org/2021lowdownshowdown.

Chicago Steam & Hydronics has teamed
with Shipco Pumps to provide all your
condensate management needs. We offer
a wide variety of condensate return systems,
boiler feed systems, and deaerators to fit
ANY application! If you can imagine it, we
can build it. We have a large inventory of
parts and complete units ready to support
your steam systems.
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Train Stations, Breweries: Historic
Buildings Rehabilitated
By Boyce Buchanan, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Imagine eating at a restaurant in the
lobby of a 105-year-old train station decorated with marble
from Italy, or drinking beer made inside a brewery that was
raided by the feds during Prohibition.
In the next few years, both could all be possibilities.
The commonwealth of Pennsylvania has recently announced
tax credits for the 2020-2021 fiscal year for the owners of 27
historic buildings that are actively being restored and rehabilitated. Six of the buildings that will receive the credits are
in Allegheny County. All of them are unique structures and
their owners have some interesting plans for their futures.
The Historic Preservation Tax Credit program, which started
in 2013, is administered by the Department of Community
and Economic Development and the Pennsylvania Historical
and Museum Commission.
A Train Station Finally Getting Repaired
One building that is undergoing an unusual transformation with the help of the Historic Preservation Tax Credits is
Wilkinsburg’s Pennsylvania Railroad Station. The tax credit
allocation is $300,000, according to a news release.
Vacant since 1965, the building has been in a “critical state
of disrepair” for the past 20 years, according to Tracey Evans,
the executive director of the Wilkinsburg Community Development Corporation, which is helping to rehabilitate the
space.
The completion of the station in 1916 prompted three days
of celebration, with 100,000 people joining in on the festivities, according to information on the corporation’s website.
However, 100 years later, the building lay abandoned with
very little roof and the terrazzo and mosaic tile floors damaged by water, leaves and snow, according to Ms. Evans.
“The Wilkinsburg train station has always been a project that
the community has looked at and hoped to have restored
[and] rehabilitated for decades and decades,” Ms. Evans said.
The organization began to do just that when construction
started in 2017.
Marble that had been held up by corroded copper wire fell
to the ground over time and fractured, Ms. Evans said. She
added that to repair this the group ordered replacement
marble from the same quarry in Italy where the original mar-
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ble came from back in 1916.
Among other aspects of the restoration process, the organization had paint chips analyzed so that the building could be
repainted using its original colors. Replicas of original light
fixtures were also ordered.
“Everything is as close as possible to the original building,”
Ms. Evans said. “It’s a symbol of what was, and it is a symbol
of revitalization for the community.”
Currently, the group is finishing up its historic retouchings,
and Ms. Evans said the group wants to have a ribbon-cutting
at the end of September.
Ms. Evans hopes that the stately building will host a destination restaurant in the main lobby. She added that the
organization has been reaching out to maker-space groups
to see if they would be interested in renting out space in the
lower level.
“[It will] bring people in to see the building who then might
visit at other locations and shops in the business district,”
Ms. Evans said. “[We could] have a place [where] people in
Wilkinsburg can walk to, to go eat and gather, which we
don’t [currently]. It would really add to the variety of options
in the business district.”
Three Breweries in One
Unlike some of the more out-of-the-box rehabilitations, the
owners of the Hazelwood Brewing Company building want
to take the four-story brick structure back to its 1905 roots.
But they would not have been able to do so if they had
not qualified for the historic tax credits, according to David
Kahley, president and CEO of The Progress Fund. The group
has received a tax credit allocation of $300,000, according to
a news release.
The Progress Fund — which is a lender to small businesses, especially ones that save historic buildings — has been
working on transforming Pittsburgh’s historic brewery into
a space for three microbreweries to make their beer and sell
their wares. Mr. Kahley, hopes to open the facility in mid2022, about a year behind what was originally planned, due
to pandemic-related issues.
“We thought that taking the historic Hazelwood Brewery
and reusing it for the very same purpose that it was used

The main lobby of the Wilkinsburg Train Station is shown Friday, July 23, 2021, in Wilkinsburg, Pa. Vacant since 1965, the building has been in a “critical
state of disrepair” for the past 20 years, according to Tracey Evans, the executive director of the Wilkinsburg Community Development Corporation, which
is helping to rehabilitate the space. (Pam Panchak/Pittsburgh Post-Gazette via AP)

for, which was independent brewing, would be a cool way
to help Hazelwood redevelop in the same industry that was
there in 1905,” Mr. Kahley said.
And the history of that industry is full of intrigue. Hazelwood Brewing Company became “a national test case” of
prohibition legislation, according to Mr. Kahley. He added
that at one point there were even U.S. Senate hearings in
Washington, D.C., that discussed raids and enforcement at
Hazelwood Brewery.
“So that’s scallywags and the mob, and you know, all that
kind of stuff was going on in Hazelwood,” Mr. Kahley said.
The building will have room for three independent brewing
companies to craft their drinks, but seating will be shared
among all three.

credits are bringing in nearly a million dollars of investment
into the project, which makes the project achievable. The
Progress Fund did have to do a small amount of redesigning,
though, to meet National Park Service standards for buildings on the National Register of Historic Places, including to
the roof deck.
The Progress Fund also hopes to rehabilitate an icehouse that
also was part of the original operation when the brewery is
finished.
“A lot of industrial buildings get used as condos or townhouses or apartments,” Mr. Kahley said. “For an industrial
building to be actually reused as an industrial building, we
just think it’s good history and fun to be able to do it that
way.”
Old Buildings, New Businesses, Strong Communities

Mr. Kahley mentioned Travis Tuttle of Butler Brew Works
and Bonafide Beer Company as one of the brewers they are
in discussions with. Mr. Kahley did not name the other two
brewers the Progress Fund is in discussions with to fill the
remaining spots.
The preservation of Hazelwood Brewing Company has only
recently been eligible for funding through historic tax credits. Last year, Mr. Kahley and the Progress Fund worked hard
to get the building listed on the National Register of Historic
Places so they could access that revenue stream. They got the
building listed in November.
“It’s not just an old, cool, historic building. It’s an old, cool,
National Register historic building,” Mr. Kahley quipped.
Not only is the building now on the register, but he said the

Two of the other three Allegheny County buildings receiving
Historic Preservation Tax Credits are East Carson Street Historic District’s Maul Building and Rite-Aid Building, which no
longer is a Rite-Aid and currently houses Nakama Japanese
Steakhouse and Sushi Bar. The third is the Annex to the Frick
Building. It will be used for apartments, according to a news
release.
“The preservation of historic buildings in Pennsylvania is vital
to simultaneously revitalize communities while still telling
stories of the past,” Dennis Davin, the state Department of
Community and Economic Development secretary, said in a
news release. “With this funding, the awardees can modernize and bring new life to these spaces — resulting in new opportunities in places to live, work and play in neighborhoods
across the state.”
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Boiler Room Annex

Glossary of Engineering Terms
Source: solidface.com

Contractor: A gambler who never gets to shuffle, cut, or
deal.
Bid Opening: A poker game in which the losing hand wins.
Low Bidder: A contractor who is wondering what they left
out.
Engineer’s Estimate: The cost of construction in Heaven.
Project Manager: The conductor of an orchestra in which
every musician is in a different union.
Critical Path Method: A management technique for losing
your shirt under perfect control.
OSHA: A protective coating made by half-baking a mixture
of fine print, split hairs, red tape and baloney — usually applied at random with a shotgun.
Delayed Payment: A tourniquet applied at the pockets.
Completion Date: The point at which liquidated damages
begin.
Liquidated Damages: A penalty for failing to achieve the
impossible.
Observing the Letter of the Law
Source: scarymommy.com
The Laws of Engineering state:

•
•
•

Any circuit design must contain at least one part that is
obsolete, two parts that are unobtainable, and three parts
that are still under development.
Nothing ever gets built on schedule or within budget. A
failure will not appear until a unit has passed final inspection. If you can’t fix it, document it.
The primary function of the design engineer is to make
things difficult for the fabricator and impossible for the
servicemen.

“Benefits” on the Sly
Source: thoughtco.com
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firm foundation of a marriage.” The artist said, “I enjoy the
time I spend with my mistress because of all the passion and
energy.” The engineer said “I enjoy both. If you have a wife
and a mistress, both women think you are with the other so
you can go to work get more done.”
Engineering the Engineers
Source: scarymommy.com
Q: How do you get an engineer to do something you want
them to do?
A: Tell them it’s “impossible.”

An architect, artist, and engineer were discussing whether it
was better to spend time with their wives or mistresses. The
architect said, “I like spending time with my wife building a
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CALL FOR APPLICANTS:

THE

ERNEST K. AND
LOIS R. WULFF
SCHOLARSHIP

THE ERNEST K. AND LOIS R. WULFF SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM,
ADMINISTERED BY THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGOLAND
(CEAC), AIMS TO ASSIST WORTHY STUDENTS IN PURSUIT OF THEIR
STUDIES.
IF YOU KNOW OF A STUDENT — IN ANY FIELD OF STUDY — WHOSE HARD
WORK COULD BENEFIT FROM THE SUPPORT OF THE CEAC, CONTACT US AT
INFO@CHIEFENGINEER.ORG FOR AN APPLICATION FORM AND MORE
INFORMATION, AND VISIT HTTPS://CHIEFENGINEER.ORG/SCHOLARSHIP/.
ALL APPLICATION MATERIALS ARE DUE BY JULY 1ST, 2021.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU!
AWARDS ARE GIVEN THROUGH THE CHIEF ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND COMMITTEE. THE POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WILL BE REQUIRED
TO SUBMIT AN APPLICATION, INCLUDING ACADEMIC RECORDS, NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES, LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FROM A COMMUNITY LEADER,
PRINCIPAL OR COUNSELOR, AND A WRITTEN ESSAY ON THE FIELD OF EDUCATION THAT THE POTENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT WISHES TO PURSUE. THE CHIEF
ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE WILL EVALUATE ALL COMPLETED APPLICATIONS AND SELECT A MAXIMUM OF TWO (2) FOR THE SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD.
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